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“Brasserie Balthazar’s cuisine perfectly
reflects the pureness of the art I offer”
Brasserie Balthazar, located in Duinenwater near the station, opened its doors on 2 August 2016.
Next door is the luxury care centre ‘Belle ‘Epoque’ from the Orpea group. Brasserie Balthazar’s
inception came about by the inspiration of famous star chef Yves Mattagne (Sea Grill).

84
Pass on the love
for food
This year Erpe-Mere, declared as Dorp van de
Ronde, was the gathering place for only the best
foodtrucks. And you don’t have to take our word
for it, they all had the label of La Chaîne des
Rôtisseurs to prove it.
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HoRESca fair and
RES meeting at Ten
Dauwe
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CVO De Avondschool has a great
future ahead!
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The world famous
‘cocotte’ on Edwin
Vinke’s stove
Le Creuset needs little introduction. The
excellent reputation of these cast iron pans is
unsurpassed in the culinary world. Besides, Le
Creuset is found everywhere: in the kitchen of
the hobby cook, in many television kitchens and
of course in many Michelin starred kitchens.

CVO De Avondschool, at the moment still
located in the Leopold III Laan, has ambitious
plans. Not only is the quality of the courses it
offers of an exceptionally high level, from 2018

For 15 years, Rik De Nijs and Kristel De Coster

the school building will also live up to all the

have been the RES agents for East and West

requirements of a modern teaching environ-

Flanders. For all this time they have not only

ment. In addition, CVO De Avondschool is

opened hundreds of new RES accounts, but

making headway in organising the competition

they have also been monitoring the traders 24/7

‘Best chef of adult education 2017’ for the very

with – and this is how they always put it –a broad

first time.

RES smile.
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Vale de Arca olive oil is given pride of
place in restaurant Venti in Zwevegem
Exactly one year ago, the former police station in Zwevegem was given a completely new purpose. Today the stately Art Deco villa houses a trendy restaurant serving an honest and primarily
pure cuisine. The Vale de Arca olive oils blend in perfectly with this philosophy.
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Cider is enjoying a worldwide revival
Two young brothers from Limburg (Frank and Joris Hermans) are giving Cidre Ruwet a second
youth, a comeback. Cider’s popularity is undoubtedly on the rise and the two brothers relaunched the brand with a series of new products. The production takes place at Brouwerij Rodenbach in Roeselare, but still in an artisan way.
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Ode to the Negroni
with Martini and
Dolce World

104

No single aperitif is as compelling as the

AAPI, from digital
to figital

Negroni. This bittersweet cocktail made of

The first year of the registered cash register in

equal parts of vermouth, gin and bitter is (re)

Belgium has not gone by unnoticed. This was

conquering the world. Martini, the vermouth

the conclusion of a study which consulted the

brand par excellence, has understood this

main federations, authorities and institutions

very well and set up the very first pop-up

involved. There is no doubting that 2017 will

Negroni bar in Belgium.

be a turning point for the sector.

119
Book soon as spaces are limited!
A pleasant networking event in international company with a sporty and culinary theme under an undoubtedly azure blue sky in Knokke. The games
of petanque are alternated with ‘Tournées Générales’ by the Dolce partners.
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Belgocatering

Not just any chicken
for Belgocatering
Text: Catherine Lenoir | Photos: Henk Van Cauwenbergh

Belgocatering continues striving for exceptional quality. Its credo? Offer his customers
products which tell a story and which you cannot find elsewhere. If there would be stars for
industrial kitchens, the catering company would certainly win its own, no doubt. In order to be
able to offer superb quality, Bartel Dewulf goes in search of unique ingredients. The search
can take months, or even years. That’s how it went with the Hubbard, a broiler chicken he
eventually found through his loyal supplier of meat and poultry, Limousin Puur.

Belgocatering and Limousin Puur, a story

of Ardenne Volaille, is one of them. And it is

that goes back 15 years. Bartel Dewulf finds

here that Bartel and Philippe found their dream

exactly what he is looking for at the company

chicken.

of Philippe Soete and his wife: quality, values
and sustainability. Their cattle, calves and lambs

Intensive searching for a year and a half

graze in complete freedom on the 130 hectares

Belgocatering has been looking for an

of fields in Schore, West Flanders. The meat is

exceptional chicken since mid 2015. It had to be

deboned and cut on the premises, according to

a 100 % natural corn-fed chicken. Bartel opted

the wishes of the customer. For pork and poultry,

for the time being for the Coucou d’Izegem, a

Philippe and his team work only with carefully

very nice product, but continued his search for a

selected breeders. Christophe Mercier from

chicken which, before being slaughtered, spent

Spy, producer for the Crète d’Ardennes chain

even more time outside and had developed
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a more specific flavour because of it. “We

A quality chicken which makes the difference

searched high and low for a year and a half”,

Limousin Puur was looking for a chicken for

Philippe Soete at Limousin Puur tells us. “After

Belgocatering of a discerning quality, in other

seeing and tasting dozens of different chickens

words, a chicken which distinguishes itself

we opted for n° 757 of the Hubbard breed. This
is a strong and lively breed, which is bred by
producers such as Christophe Mercier, who
comply with strict regulations.”

“Bartel will never settle for
an average product. He
wants to be familiar with the
entire value chain, from egg
to end product.”

“This chicken is ready for
slaughter after 56 days. A
slower growth means the
fibres of the meat are much
more delicate.”

from an ordinary chicken when it comes to
texture and flavour. Corn-fed, giving the meat
its typical yellow colour, was another important
requirement. Chicken n° 757 of the French

A ‘WOW’-effect for the taste buds

Hubbard breed met all the conditions. This

Belgocatering has demanding customers. They

breed is a cross between a very strong brown

want that little bit extra that Bartel Dewulf can

hen and a white rooster with strong genes.

offer them. “He will never settle for an average

After 56 days of free-range roaming outside,

product”, Philippe confirms. “He always insists

the chickens are ready for slaughter. Thanks

on natural ingredients of which the origins are

to this slow growth, the fibres of the meat are

known. Products that tell a story. He wants

much more delicate. And the intramuscular fat

to know how the animals are fed, in which

content is slightly higher than average, which

circumstances they are bred, where they are

means the meat will be tastier and the flavour

slaughtered, etc. In fact he wants to be familiar

more refined.

with every step in the entire value chain. So in this
case, with poultry, he wants to know absolutely

www.belgocatering.be

everything: from the egg to the end product

www.limousinpuur.com

that lands in his kitchen.” The Hubbard chicken
is a first class corn-fed chicken with a rather
yellowish meat which offers the advantage that
very little is lost during the preparation. “This
chicken with exceptional flavour ensures the
wow-effect which Belgocatering looks for in
each of its ingredients”, Philippe adds.
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Alain Gilain,
a modest chef
who cares about values
Text: Catherine Lenoir | Photos: Michael de Lausnay

Situated in the countryside, in Liroux, near Dinant, Hostellerie Gilain has been a Michelin
star restaurant for 17 years. It is probably not a coincidence that it is not the most famous
star restaurant. Alain Gilain does not like too much media attention. He opts for a small scale
kitchen (the team consists of three people) so that the authenticity can shine through. “A
matter of balance” confirms this father of four who wanted a large family come what may. “My
profession is cooking, not boasting and parading.”

In 1991 Alain Gilain and his wife opened their

of the 11 members of the jury had chosen our

restaurant in the hilly Dinant in an old inn which

restaurant as the best from the three finalists.

had been empty for a decade. In 1998 the

This award had a big impact on our clientele, and

couple decided to invest in building six guest

also gave me more confidence, for sure.” A trust

bedrooms and a veranda with the philosophy

that kept growing until in 2000 he received his

that if you want to achieve something in life

first Michelin star.

you have to take risks. The young restaurant
owner had potential and that certainly did not

A classic base

go by unnoticed to others. “In 1996 I met a few

Alain Gilain labels his kitchen as being
respectful to the product, quite classic but laced
with new evolutions. A classic base is present,

“You have to take risks if you
want to achieve something.”

without a doubt. “During my studies at the
Namen hotel school I did a work experience at
Bruneau, which at the time had two stars. This
is where I discovered what I wanted: I wanted

famous people in our restaurant, Frank Fol

to concentrate on gastronomy, but in my own

among others. Gault&Millau were looking for

region. This meant I had to gain some more

the most promising restaurateur of the country.

experience. So when I graduated I went to work

Two months later I received a call telling me 10

at Écailler du Palais Royal. It was an intense and
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extremely difficult year, but I learned so much.
Coming from the countryside, I ended up in
the Brussels micro cosmos where everyone
knew everyone. Afterwards I worked at Claude
Dupont for four years. A sound big-hearted
man. I couldn’t care less if I was told off in the
kitchen, as long as my work was appreciated.
He taught me an awful lot. Then I worked for
a number of small restaurants before I opened
my own.” Alain Gilain needed this classic base
which according to him is indispensable in order
to turn an idea into something tangible.

“A classic base is
indispensable in order to
turn an idea into something
tangible.”

Reliable suppliers for an authentic cuisine
If one thing is abundant in Hostellerie Gilain, it
must be authenticity. “Everything is homemade,
even the bread, and I also get to know the
producers of all the ingredients I use. Eggs,
butter, poultry, game, ... I opt for local suppliers,
except of course for certain products you
cannot find in this region. For instance, I offer
Bru water, a regional product highly appreciated
by our customers.” High quality ingredients for
exceptional dishes. Today Alain Gilain prepares
crispy fried sweetbreads with asparagus and
chlorophyll, followed by suckling lamb ribs and
shoulder from the Pyrenees with preserved
vegetables. There is a twinkle in his eye when
he tells us about the quality of the meat and
when he is preparing the dessert: strawberry
pavlova. “It is not a common desert, but very
refined. The meringue is light and melts in the
mouth. The strawberries are delicious.” In short,
a generous cuisine, full of emotions, just like
the chef himself. He is a man who cares about
values: “I don’t often employ an apprentice,
but when I do, I start with talking about values,
before teaching techniques. I show them what
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a beautiful product is like and how to treat it

city centre. We don’t know exactly what we are

respectfully. I don’t teach them straight away

going to build yet, but in any case the dwellings

how to create a decorative dome of caramel,

will be of good quality and affordable.”

that is for later on. And very often, that is
not what they expect. I do ask myself a lot of

www.hostelleriegilain.com
www.bru.be

“I always offer Bru water,
a regional product highly
appreciated by our
customers.”

questions about the future evolution within
gastronomy. Young chefs nowadays scare me.
They want too much, too quickly, and want to
be in the spotlights straight away. I am always
stunned by ostentatious semi-finished products
which are offered as gastronomic products.”

Dwellings in Dinant
Gilain won’t change a thing at the Hostellerie.
He is however thinking of a new project in order
to give his company a boost and more vision.
“Insecurities ensure you stay alert”, Alain Gilain
entrusts us. The chef loves his region and he is
certain Dinant will soon receive a new lease of
life. A theory proven by the La Croisette project,
a promenade along the Meuse. A few years ago,
Alain Gilain bought a villa with swimming pool
about fifteen kilometres from the restaurant.

“I choose to pass on values
before teaching techniques.”

He renovated it and turned it into luxurious
accommodation. Now he plans to build houses
in the city centre. “You don’t have much choice
in terms of housing in Dinant. This is not logical
for a touristic town such as this. Recently
my wife and I bought an 800 m² bel étage
property which was built in 1820. The building
is surrounded by 30 ares and is located in the
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Ribbetjes van melklam
uit de Pyreneeën,
gekonfijte schouder met
rozemarijn en ingelegde
groenten
4 PERSONS
INGREDIENTS
16 ribs from lamb from the Pyrenees // 1 shoulder of lamb
(deboned) from the Pyrenees // 4 mini aubergines //
8 mini courgettes // 4 mini fennels // 500 g potatoes // 1 dl milk
// 1 dl cream // 1 clove of garlic // 1 dl egg white // 50 g Vi-Cinsy
// 2 onions // 1 dl white wine // rosemary // farm butter //
pepper and salt

PREPARATION
Prepare a gratin dauphinois with the potatoes, garlic, cream
and milk. As soon as it is cooled, you add the egg white and
make an espuma.
Place the shoulder of lamb in the white wine, onions and
rosemary and cook it at 85 °C for 8 hours.
Boil the mini vegetables in lightly salted water.
Fry the lamb’s ribs.

DRESS THE PLATE
Using the shoulder as a base, arrange the ribs on top.
Fill the oven dish halfway with the gratin espuma, add the mini
vegetables and finish with the sauce.
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Crispy sweetbreads
with asparagus and
chlorophyll
4 PERSONS
INGREDIENTS
600 g blanched and cleaned sweetbreads
// 400 g broccoli // 4 green Pertuis

PREPARATION
Cut the sweetbreads in sliced and season with salt and pepper.
Make a gum of the broccoli and the agar agar. Spread the mixture out on a plate and

asparagus // 4 boiled white Mechelen

refrigerate. Cut into cubes of the same size.

asparagus // 2 eggs // 3 g agar agar //

Boil the white asparagus in salted water. Leave to cool and chop them in three parts.

olive oil // farm butter // pepper and salt

Use the mandolin to slice the green asparagus into slivers.
Fry the sweetbreads.
Make a champagne mousseline sauce.
DRESS THE PLATE
Arrange the broccoli cubes, the slivers of green asparagus and the white asparagus pieces
on a plate and finish with a dash of olive oil.
Place the fried sweetbreads on top and garnish with the mousseline.
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Pavlova made with Wépion
strawberries and sorbet
4 PERSONS
INGREDIENTS
3 punnets of strawberries from Wépion //
250 g icing sugar // juice of 1 lemon //
3 dl cream // 2dl egg white // 150 g sugar //
1 tsp white vinegar // knob of butter

PREPARATION
Coat the discs of 4.50 cm with butter and sprinkle with sugar.
Beat the egg whites and add 135 g sugar and the vinegar.
Fill the discs with the mixture and place them in the oven at 155 °C for 7 minutes.
Combine two punnets of strawberries with the lemon juice and the sugar, make a sorbet of
this mixture. Store the rest in the fridge.
Whip the cream.
DRESS THE PLATE
Pour a little bit of strawberry coulis on the plate. Place a large scoop of sorbet on top,
together with the meringue. Garnish with halved strawberries. Finish with whipped cream.
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Be Delicious

BE DELICIOUS
meets Tour de France
“Belgians abroad are
the perfect ambassadors for introducing
our food culture”
Text and photos: BE DELICIOUS

BE DELICIOUS came into existence from the ambition of wanting to promote the Belgian
gastronomy and regional specialities abroad. Belgium has a great number of SMEs that
made it a point of honour to specialise in quality products from the Belgian food culture. BE
DELICIOUS brings together 25 of these “Belgian Food Artisans” representing a nice range of
Belgian regional specialities, from aperitif to dessert. BE DELICIOUS also makes sure that this
selection of quality products makes its way to far-flung destinations even in small quantities.

Belgians abroad being ambassadors

comprises a hotel and a handful of holiday

We meet fellow countrymen who emigrated

cottages. They very much focus on culinary

all over the world, some live there temporarily

enjoyment. It was no coincidence that their

others have settled permanently. They are the

paths crossed with those of BE DELICIOUS!

ambassadors par excellence to introduce our
food culture and regional specialities abroad.
Just like many other food cultures have
managed to gain an international reputation.
Think of the Italian, Japanese or Mexican
cuisine.

“Discover the Belgian
specialities of BE
DELICIOUS during the
Tour de France.”

Résidence Pierre in Troyes
The entrepreneurial couple Peter Bruneel

Be pampered during the Tour de France with

and Heidi Huys are a fine example of

an exclusive VIP package

Flemish people who have built up something

As the Tour de France will be passing by in

abroad. They have created charming holiday

their area, Peter and Heidi have decided to

accommodations in the Champagne region, a

make the most of it and bring the cycle party

stone’s throw from Troyes. ‘Résidence Pierre’

to their ‘Résidence’. A complete VIP package
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was designed to pamper the guests for 4 days,
with the Tour in the background.

BE DELICIOUS night at Résidence Pierre
Peter and Heidi got to know BE DELICIOUS
and were very enthusiastic to start working
with the range of Belgian regional specialities.
This way they also help to communicate
the BE DELICIOUS message in France.
The Wednesday evening of the Tour four
day trip at Résidence Pierre is going to be a
veritable BE DELICIOUS party night! The 25
Belgian regional specialities as supplied by BE
DELICIOUS will be served, from aperitif to
dessert. The next day dinner will be a ‘Breydel’
meal and on Friday the BBQ Academy will spoil
all the taste buds of those attending.

For more information and registration, go to
www.residencepierre.be

This package comprises the coach trip from Belgium (depart Wednesday 5/7 and return
Saturday 8/7), accommodation at the ACE Hotel *** in Troyes (at about 2.5 km from
Résidence Pierre), extensive culinary pampering as leitmotif, various touristic activities,
performances at the Résidence Pierre domain, Vive le Vélo on a large screen etc. On
Thursday and Friday there will be an opportunity to experience the atmosphere of the
Tour de France live: the arrival on Thursday at Troyes, and the departure the day after. This
celebratory total package is available at 625 euro per person. An experience not to be
missed! For more information and registration, go to www.residencepierre.be
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OUR BEST VERMOUTH
The RISERVA SPECIALE range continues to be produced at Casa Martini in
Pessione according to the forthcoming Vermouth di Torino regulations (IGP*).

Based on the finest wines
Carefully selected Italian Wines, including premium parcels from the Piemonte
region. Moscato d’Asti DOCG for Ambrato & Langhe DOC, Nebbiolo for Rubino.

Aromatized with slow
infused botanicals
Botanical extracts are rested for 2 months in traditional oak ‘Tino’ casks before
they’re carefully infused in the fragrant, full-bodied wines.
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Enjoy Martini Responsibly.
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Martini

Ode to the Negroni
with Martini and Dolce World
For a while, Caffè Torino in Antwerp
was the epicentre of the king of the aperitif
Text: Isabel Boons | Photos: Jan Agten

No single aperitif is as compelling as the Negroni. This bittersweet cocktail made of equal parts of vermouth, gin and bitter is (re)conquering
the world. Martini, the vermouth brand par excellence, has understood this very well and set up the very first pop-up Negroni bar in Belgium.
Caffè Torino opened on 30 March and unfortunately closed again on 24 April. During that time, the pop-up in the Nationalestraat in Antwerp
was the absolute Negroni hotspot of the world. On Tuesday 18 April Martini and Dolce World organised an aperitif event in true Italian style
for Dolce partners and ambassadors.
On the menu: Bialetti Negroni by Didier Van den Broeck (Dogma) and porchetta à la Cro-Magnon(a) by Bjorn Joosen (Cro-Magnon).

Caffè Torino in Antwerp was not the first

the friends of Martini. You could taste a Negroni

the Italian caterer and eponymous restaurant

pop-up venture by Martini. Last summer they

from Dubai, Sydney, Bologna, Singapore or

Francesco & Julia, slowly becoming a household

opened the very first vermuteria or vermouth

Chile. And if that wasn’t enough, Martini also

name in Antwerp and the perfect match for this

bar in Ghent. The name of the pop-up comes

threw in some famous Belgian barmen into the

Negroni hype.

from the famous bar in Turin, the birthplace of

mix and let them host Caffè Torino. Each week

the Vermouth di Torino. The concept: drinking

another ‘Negroni of the future’ appeared on the

Negroni meets gastronomy

aperitifs in Italian style or ‘aperitivo’. A concept

menu as designed by Charly Lebrun (Bistro Des

The Negroni cocktail first saw the light in 1919

clearly ready to conquer our country, because

Anges), Didier Van den Broeck (Dogma), Jurgen

and is a variation of the Americano, a mix

in Ghent as well as Antwerp, Caffè Torino was

Lijcops (Bar Burbure) and Manuel Wouters

of vermouth, bitter and soda water. When

a huge success. Even more: Caffè Torrino in

(SIPS).

Count Negroni of Firenze asked his favourite

Antwerp could call itself, just for a while, the

bartender to spice up his Americano, he

Negroni hotspot of the world. Under the wings

added gin instead of soda water. The Negroni

of Dante NYC, one of the world’s most influential
bars and number 34 on the World’s Best Bars
list…the aperitivo is legendary there, their
Negronis all the more! The signature Negroni

“Martini Riserva Speciale
is the vermouth par
excellence for an exquisite
Negroni.”

cocktail was so popular that the Negroni family
promptly marketed it as the ‘ready made’ Antico
Negroni 1919. “Today vermouth and the Negroni
are enjoying a true resurrection”, says Davy

of Dante’s owner Naren Young was the absolute

Knijnenburg, Brand Manager Bacardi-Martini

must-taste on Caffè Torino’s cocktail menu. But

Benelux. “Moreover, the Negroni has all the

that was not all. Caffè Torrino took the visitor

Of course tasty dishes should not be lacking

potential to conquer the gastronomic world

on a real ‘Negroni-trip’ around the world with

in this aperitivo bar. They were provided by

as well. It is the perfect aperitif to awaken the
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Bialetti
Negroni
by Didier Van
den Broeck
INGREDIENTS
4 cl Bombay Sapphire Gin // 3.5 cl Martini
Riserva Speciale Rubino (infused with coffee
beans) // 2 cl Martini Bitter // 1 cl Amer
Picon // 1 /2 bar spoon Ardberg Whiskey //
Homemade bitters
PREPARATION
Put all the ingredients in a tumbler with ice,
stir with a bar spoon. Garnish with a slice of
orange or zest of orange.
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taste buds and it can be prepared perfectly

instead of pork loin and rind we used pork fillet

in advance and stored. Very convenient in

with a tomato tapenade covered in pork belly.

busy restaurants. Our Martini Riserva Speciale

The meat was cooked for about an hour and a

Ambrato and Rubino are perfect for mixing a

half over cherry wood and fire herbs, and then

Negroni.

was coated in a sweet marinade containing the
flavours of Didier’s cocktail. To finish, the pork

For those who like it a little less potent, a

fillet was wrapped in a towel which had been

‘Martini e Tonic’ can be an alternative. Easy to

soaked in Martini Dry and placed in the fire,

make and, just like with a gin and tonic, you

absorbing all the aromas of the Martini”, says

can add a touch of fun to the ‘Martini e Tonic’

Bjorn Joosen. “We serve the meat on a ciabatta

with a few botanicals. But its great advantage is

roll with onion chutney, tomato concasse, basil

mostly its low alcohol percentage, which means

and barbecue sauce.”

you can drink more than one without worrying”,
Davy Knijnenburg laughs.

Dolce World was able to experience firsthand
that Martini has got a lot to offer and is sure

Bialetti Negroni and porchetta

to go far in the culinary world. Cooking with

à la Cro-Magnon

vermouth is not new and has already inspired

Dolce World brings people together, who like

many a classically-schooled chef, but also in

delicious food and drink. And that is exactly

today’s kitchen we see vermouth pop up more

what happened at the ‘Dolce’s Partners and

and more. Vermouth not only performs well on

Ambassadors Aperitivo’ at Caffè Torino. “Chefs

the plate, but of course also in the glass, and

and foodies are a grateful audience for us”, says

vermouth cocktails are absolute musts. Believe

Davy Knijnenburg. “They know like no other how

us when we say that the world is getting ready

to blend our products with their speciality.” And

for a veritable ‘vermouth party’…

that was crystal clear from this cosy aperitivo.
Bartender Didier Van den Broeck served his

www.bacardi-martini.be

Bialetti Negroni together with the porchetta

www.dolceworld.com

by Bjorn Joosen of the food truck concept CroMagnon.

Didier: “My interpretation of the Negroni
consists of Martini Riserva Speciale Rubino
infused with Columbian coffee beans, Martini
Bitter, Amer Picon and gin. Some ‘peated
whisky’ is also added and it is finished with a
home-made bitter.

Didier’s Negroni is ‘a match made in heaven’
with the porchetta by Bjorn. Not only did the
smoky flavour of the Negroni blend sublimely
with the barbecued dish, the fact that the pork
fillet was coated in a marinade based on the
Bialetti Negroni and was given a finishing touch
with Martini Dry ensured a sublime experience.

See the atmospheric
pictures
via QR-code

“The dish is derived from a porchetta Romana:
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Porchetta à la
Cro-Magnon(a)
by Bjorn Joosen
INGREDIENTS
pork fillet // pork belly // tomato tapenade // garlic //
butter // rosemary // thyme // pepper and salt
For the marinade
200 ml Bombay Sapphire Gin // 100 ml Martini Riserva
Speciale Rubino // 100 ml Martini Dry // juice of 1 lime //
peppercorns // thyme // rosemary
For the lacquer
roasted pepper mash // soya sauce // agave syrup // lime zest
// preserved lemons // Thai chilli sauce // apple juice

PREPARATION
Fry the pork fillet in the pan to give it a crust. Cover the pork
belly with tomato tapenade. Tie the pork belly around the
pork fillet with the fat on the outside and enough overlap
to cover the fillet. Leave to marinate for 12 hours. Grill the
porchetta on the spit above a fire of charcoal and cherry
wood which has reached a core temperature of maximum 60
°C. Towards the end, coat the porchetta in lacquer at regular
intervals using thin layers. This will ensure a delicious crust.
Next soak a towel in Martini Dry. Wrap the porchetta in the
towel and put it in the coals. The towel will burn and the
meat will continue to cook a little bit more. The Martini Dry
gives the meat a fresh touch.

SERVE
Serve a slice of porchetta (1.5 cm) on ciabatta roll with onion
chutney, tomato concasse with basil and barbecue sauce.
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Hilux-Hillewaert

Benoit Neusy
opted for Palux in
his castle kitchen
Text: Philippe Limbourg | Photos: Bart Tanghe

Recently, Benoit Neusy relocated his Impératif de Maisières to Roucourt. A fabulous
surrounding, a castle overlooking a lake which you can admire from behind the glass in the
dining room. A few rooms, a reception area and an iodine rich cuisine which is all about Palux.
A change which in fact isn’t one at all.

Since his debut at a fishmonger in Dour at

the kind of man who would order fillets to be

the beginning of the 90s, Benoit Neusy has

delivered. He wants to ‘see the beast first’.

come a long way. The iodine is in his DNA
and now also characterises his cuisine. His
close connection to the sea has shaped
him forever. His new location is in fact even
more central than the last when it comes to
delivering supplies from the sea. Less than 2

“My colleagues convinced
me to switch to induction
and to work with Patrick
at Hilux.”

hours from Boulogne and Zeebrugge and only
a tad further from Rungis. Needless to say that
the tastiest fish is delivered here super fresh

And smell it, assess it and then prepare it,

every day. When we visited he was about to

piece by piece. Keep the cheeks to the side

tackle an 11 kg turbot, which had arrived that

to serve as a delicacy, use the ‘waste’ to make

very morning, uncut – of course. Benoit is not

stock, just the way he likes it. He must feel like
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a fish in water, considering his castle looks out

looking for young motivated people there. I

over the lake.

worked in a nice establishment in Cannes for
two summer seasons.”

Products take centre stage
Apart from products from the sea, local

From fishmonger to restaurateur

produce also have his preference. It might

Back in Belgium he started working at Pierre-

sound boring but a look at the menu and the

Yves Gosse, at the time in the Château de

bountiful fridge show us that ‘local’ is very

la Cense in Nimy forest. Shortly afterwards,

prominent here. To start with the meat from

Benoit took over a fishmonger-caterer in Dour.

neighbour Thierry Depuydt: his renowned

After five years he decided to open a weekend

shop, Côte à l’os, attracts meat lovers from

restaurant as well, the first ‘Impératif’, in

Belgium and far afield. Apart from West-

Asquillies. It proved quite hard to combine the

Vlaams Rood and lamb from more saline

two businesses and after a year, at the end of

pastures, he sells only regional products.

1995, he decided to sell the fishmonger and

Poultry at l’Impératif comes from Templeuve,

apply himself to the restaurant full time. It was

his asparagus from Jurbise (from Stéphane

only in 2002 that he decided, together with his

Longlune), his cheese from Jacquy Cange

wife Isabelle to buy the premises in Maisières.

and the vegetables from various growers

In the decade that followed he achieved his

in the area. Reason enough to say yes to

good reputation in the gastronomic landscape

the suggestion of Generatie W to join their

of Bergen and Wallonia. In 2013 Gault&Millau

organisation of chefs and producers who want

declared him as being the young top chef

to map the Walloon terroir and the knowhow

of the year and he was awarded a Michelin

of its chefs.

star. Two years later his ambitions and those
of his wife Isabelle started to drift apart. She
was dreaming of a café-restaurant, he would

“Looking back, I don’t
regret swopping my old
stove for induction.”

Large family dinners gave me the impetus to
cook
“As a child I admired my mother, who was

rather continue his present course. The
suggestion of the owners of the Kasteel van
Arondeau came as a godsend.

“They gave me a few tips
which turned out very
useful in daily practice.”

always cooking. She bred rabbits and pigeons
and prepared them for large family dinners
which were organised systematically (we

New pastures, … new stove

had a large family). There were three of us,

“The owners of the Domein van Arondeau

but nephews and nieces, aunts and uncles

came to see me. Initially I wanted to stay

always attended too, certainly when there was

where I was, but when I had seen the location

food involved. I am sure it was those family

for myself, I soon changed my mind. The

occasions which made me register at the

previous owners only organised events and

hotel school in Saint-Ghislain. I obtained the

used the castle as their private dwelling. A

First Prize for cooking. Claude Charlier, the

few rooms were available for participants to

workshop chef, suggested I should go and find

the seminars or other events which took place

work at the French Riviera, as they are always

in one of the meeting rooms in the castle.
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So we had to install a complete restaurant
with kitchen. I got in touch with Patrick
Hillewaert: we met at Dinner in the Sky and I
had mentioned a possible relocation to him.
Until then I had always used another brand,
but various colleagues convinced me to switch
to induction. That is how I ended up at Hilux.
Looking back I certainly don’t regret that
decision. The kitchen is not big and everything
was made ‘to size’. Patrick Hillewaert and his
team even gave me some tips, which in the long
run have been very useful. For the appliances
they suggested I tried the Green Egg and the
Alto-Shaam. I did not get on with the first one,
but the second one is here to stay.

www.limperatif.be
www.hilux-hillewaert.be
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Chocolate-coconut cream
20 DESSERTS
INGREDIENTS AND PREPARATION
Coconut cream
250 g coconut // 5 g gelatine // 100 g meringue // 300 g cream
Heat the coconut, first add the gelatine, then the meringue and finally the
cream.
Coconut jelly
300 g coconut // 40 g water // 3 g agar agar
Heat the coconut and the water, add the gelatine, bring to the boil, stir until
everything is smooth and blend.
Shortbread
50 g egg // 235 g flour // 40 g S0 sugar // 2 g salt // 180 g butter
Mix all the ingredients and store in the fridge.
Divide in rectangular portions (finger) and bake in the oven at 180°C for
about 8 minutes.
Coconut sorbet
500 g coconut // 600 g water // 20 g trimoline // 5 g prosorbet // 300 g sugar
Mix all the ingredients, heat them and put them in the ice cream maker.
Chocolate cream
200 g cream // 100 g milk // 50 g glucose // 5 g gelatine //
180 g pure chocolate
Melt the chocolate.
Heat the milk and the glucose, pour over the chocolate and the gelatine.
Add the cold cream and stir until you obtain a smooth mass, keep in the
fridge.
DRESS THE PLATE
Place the coconut cream in the middle of the plate and arrange the
chocolate cream and coconut jelly on either side. Stick a shortbread finger
against the coconut cream and finish with a sorbet quenelle.
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Salad of blue lobster, green asparagus from
Longlune farm, Corsican brocciu, blood
orange jelly, mimosa oil, bellota ham
4 PERSONS
INGREDIENTS

Brocciu

2 blue lobsters from the Scheldt // 250 g Corsican brocciu //

Chop the Corsican brocciu or sheep’s ricotta in 1cm cubes.

25 cl juice of blood oranges // 2 g agar agar // 8 thin slices of bellota
ham // 8 green asparagus // 1 l rapeseed oil // 60 g mimosa flowers //

Orange jelly

Fresh herbs (mustard leaves)

Bring 25 cl of blood orange juice to the boil together with 2 g agar
agar. Take off the heat and leave to cool. Next, mix in one tbsp of
orange oil.

PREPARATION
Mimosa oil

Lobster

Prepare the mimosa oil a week in advance. Add the mimosa flowers

Steam the lobster for 10 minutes at 90°C. Peel it.

to the rapeseed oil and place it in the Thermomix at speed 2 at
70°C for 45 min. Leave to steep for 1 week and turn the bottle every
DRESS THE PLATE

day. Sieve and store.

Use a spatula to spread a line of brocciu or ricotta onto the plate
Asparagus

and place a few cubes of brocciu next to it.

Clean 8 fat asparagus, peel them to the upper part, submerge them

Next to each cube, add a small dollop of orange jelly. Arrange the

in ice water. Blanch them for 4 minutes in boiling water. Cool them

pre-cut lobster and the bellota ham onto the plate. Finish with fleur

again in the cold water to fix the colour. Halve 1 asparagus. Chop

de sel on the asparagus and the mimosa oil.

the heads off of the other ones and slice them in a slanted fashion,

Garnish with fresh herbs.

two small pieces and one a bit longer.
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Grilled turbot, fennel mash, carrots
with orange and bergamot, ginger-curcuma
vinaigrette
4 PERSONS
INGREDIENTS

Mini vegetables

400 g turbot // 2 fennels // 4 mini fennels // 1 kg carrots //

Boil the yellow and orange mini carrots, as well as the mini fennels.

1/2 l bergamot juice (Ponthieu) // 1/2 l orange juice // Sancho pepper

(for the garnish).

// salt // 1 orange peeled à vif // orange mini carrots // yellow mini
carrots // 1 l milk // 1/2 l veal stock // Bergamot oil (Domaine Cavalas)

Peel the orange à vif and retain the juice for the vinaigrette.

// Ginger-curcuma syrup (Smolarek - Ingrédients du monde)
Orange vinaigrette
1 tbsp Sushi vinegar // 2 tbsp Bergamot oil // 1 tbsp ginger-curcuma
PREPARATION

syrup // Orange juice // 1 tsp finely chopped mini fennel fronds

Divide the turbot in 100 g pieces.
Fennel mash

DRESSING THE PLATE

Chop the fennel into pieces and boil it in 1l milk and 1/2 l veal stock.

Divide the fennel mash on the plates, Add some small peaks of

Take the cooked fennel out of the cooking liquid and place it in the

carrot mash with orange to it. Fry the mini carrots, mini fennel

Thermomix. Put the cooking liquid aside to use later on to create

and fish in butter. Finish with the milk foam made with the fennel

the foam.

cooking liquid.

Carrots
Boil 1kg chopped carrots in 1/2 l orange juice and 1/2 l bergamot
juice.
Boil them until all the liquid is nearly evaporated. Put it in the
Thermomix with a dash of bergamot oil.
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Délifrance

Choosing for Délifrance is choosing
for quality and variety!
Text: Isabel Boons | Photos: Ekkow

The Délifrance brand stands for quality in the widest sense of the word and has done so for 35 years in the BeLux region! Their unique approach
means they control the whole chain: from grain to end product. Délifrance is an important European player (production and commercialisation)
in the bake-off market. The wide range BVPT (bread-pastries-patisserie-caterer) is constantly anticipating the latest trends and needs of the
clients and consumers. Together with Meesterkoks Peter De Groote (Ten Dauwe) and Kurt Van Daele (Kurt’s Pan) and food truckers Bjorn
Joosen and Liselotte Cleys (Cro-Magnon) we tasted the inspiring Délifrance products during a pleasant ‘déjeuner sur l’herbe’ …

From field to fork

Délifrance, also for you as a chef!

Our rustic breads, Héritage & Artisan, are

For many years, Délifrance has been

Michel Hofman, Technical Adviser Délifrance:

an artisan range which scores high with

preparing and selling products based on

“Each and every day our mission is to inspire

the consumer. Our breads don’t only taste

the French ‘savoir faire’. The legacy, the

our clients and to make them aware of our

nice, but they also look great for serving

artisan way of traditional baking, the natural

authenticity in a modern way. All our rustic

in brasseries and restaurants. Moreover

ingredients, the unique taste experience and

products for instance go through a slow

Délifrance collaborates with various star

the constant innovation result in products of

rising process which provides them with all

chefs and MOF (Meilleurs Ouvriers de

top quality.

the time they need to develop their flavour

France) such as Michel Roth, Pascal Tepper

and aroma fully.”

and Thierry Bamas. They created various
recipes for us and shared their extensive

“As part of the Coöperative Groep VIVESCIA
(Cooperative Group) we manage and control

“We might be an industrial group, but

expertise with us. That is how we created

the whole value chain. In other words: from

Délifrance believes in a traditional way

Heritage baguettes based on linseed, millet

the selection of the grain to manufacturing

of production”, Anneleen Deleux adds.

and pumpkin and we developed various

the end product, we are able to guarantee

“Proof of this is our Héritage range. This

‘bandes’ with the signature of the masterchef.

our

is a viennoiserie pastry assortment which

Délifrance is absolutely a brand by a top chef

is prepared with very noble raw materials.

for the top chef!”

quality”,

says

Anneleen

Marketing Coordinator Délifrance.

Deleux,
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“A brand by the top chef for the top chef.”
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Délifrance Héritage or French knowhow

experience. The high moisture content in

in a bun

the bun ensures it stays fresh for longer.

On the banks of the canal in Aalter, on
a nice sunny day, we are introduced to

New from September

some exquisite Délifrance products. The

Délifrance can count on an extensive team

Délifrance Héritage assortment has a few

of product developers who are constantly

absolute toppers. From viennoiseries to

working on developing new products which

rustic bread, all products rely on that French

meet national and international trends and

artisan tradition whereby the dough proves

consumer needs. The new ‘A la Folie’ range

in an optimal way. But also leaving out

is being developed as we speak. “We are

artificial additives ensures for an authentic

planning on launching this range of hand-

taste brimming with tradition. “Within the

made delicacies in September”, Michel

Héritage range we have two different rising

Hofman informs us. “The assortment of

processes”, says Michel Hofman: “Based

mini patisserie focuses on caterers and star

on sourdough and a preferment starter

hotels. At the moment 20 products are being

(Poolish). Bread based on sourdough is

developed: petits-fours with fruity flavours

fantastic with mature cheese, while for

and chocolate flavours, an assortment of

younger cheeses we prefer bread based on

various desert miniatures, sweet and savoury

malt. The Héritage range is baked on stone

pie bases (small and medium size) etc.“,

which makes for a golden, crusty crust.

Anneleen Deleux concludes.

Thanks to the long rising process the bread
will have an airy crumb. Our mini pastries
in the Héritage range can count on the

Come and discover Délifrance paired up

best French ingredients too. You don’t only

with the cheeses of Kaasmeesters Callebaut

notice that by their visual aspect (shape,

at Dolce’s Petanque Trophy For Chefs!

development, colour etc) but also of course
by their unique taste experience.”

www.delifrance.com

“We are proud to instil
French knowhow and
year-long baking tradition
in our products.”

Meesterkoks Peter De Groote and Kurt
Van Daele were pleasantly surprised by the
quality of the bread and the food truckers
Bjorn Joosen and Liselotte Cleys were
immediately won over by the Délifrance ‘bol
natuur’, a rustic round bun shaped by hand
and which according to Bjorn is perfect for

Come and discover Délifrance paired up with

serving with his burgers. The bun bakes open

the cheeses of Kaasmeesters Callebaut at

in a natural way with a crusty crust and a

Dolce’s Petanque Trophy For Chefs!

moist, airy crumb which makes for an artisan
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Cheesmasters-Affineurs
Callebaut-Vanhaver are into cheese
for about 20 years now.
They had their first experience in their cheese shop, but Nathalie and Luc developed a great passion
for maturing cheeses. Now they have built 4 maturing rooms where all the Belgian and European
artisan cheeses, most of them made out of raw milk, are aging. The maturing of their cheeses for

CALLEBAUT KAASMEESTER

Nathalie and Luc is really the extra they give them : it allows the cheeses to develop their own

Burg 14 - 9700 Oudenaarde

caracteristics and refined tastes.
+32 (0)55 30 02 22
Luc as well as Nathalie obtained the titel of First Cheesemonger of Belgium (respective in 2008

+32 (0)473 96 41 14

and 2012), and Nathalie has already won two time the 3rd place at the World Contest of the Best
Cheesemonger in Tours, France.

www.kaasmeester-callebaut.be

Knokke-Heist

Art Center HOres ∞
MOdus 8 and Brasserie
Balthazar in Knokke-Heist
share a passion
for beauty
Text: Isabel Boons | Photos: Bart Tanghe

Quite a remarkable change in career, outspoken, passionate and a heart for pure energy
…that is what Niña Van den Bosch is all about, the inspiration behind Art Center HOres ∞
MOdus 8 in Knokke-Heist and Sint-Martens-Latem. If you consider that Niña only started out
in the contemporary art world nine years ago, you’ll soon realise that her love for beauty and
harmony is a life mission. A magical beauty she also finds in gastronomy. Today Niña takes us
along to Brasserie Balthazar in Knokke-Heist where chef Laurent Vanderkerkchove, under the
guidance of star chef Yves Mattagne, creates magic on the plate.
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After working for 15 years in the banking world,

out to Zeedijk in Knokke. In 2016 Niña opened

Language of the soul

Niña Van den Bosch decided on a 360° career

a third gallery in Sint-Martens Latem. “MOdus

All her life, Niña has been fascinated by the

change and opened her first gallery in Sint-

8 came into existence from the wish to create

‘elusiveness’ of art. “Beauty has always had a

Martens-Latem in 2008. “After I had organised

more space for our artists”, Niña continues.

prominent place in my life. My mother is very

an exhibition for Linde Ergo, a versatile artist

“Once again there was one artist who played

and youth friend, at the Kasteel van Egmont, I

a main part in this expansion: Janosh, with

was immediately convinced that this was what

his magical holograms. He opened the way

I wanted to continue doing. When a friend

to finding a natural division for dividing and

told me that suitable premises were available

presenting our artists between two galleries.

in Sint-Martens-Latem, I took the plunge. In

Our artists such as Heinz Rabbow, Linde Ergo,

the mean time it has become a place where

Rik Van De Walle, Herr Seele and Kamagurka,

artistically gifted and very creative. I have

art plays a central role, including a model

Kristo, Janosh and so many others all bring

absolutely inherited my sense of delight from

apartment with integrated art and a peaceful

art which contributes to the experience of

her. For me it is important that a piece of art

garden with water feature and patio.”

emotion and feeling.”

speaks the language of the soul. Even more: to

Three years later Art Center Hores branched

“I want to inspire people to
be themselves.”

me the artist is even more important than the
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actual work. Art to me, is very personal and I

near the station, opened its doors on 2

it. This kind of collaboration means we arrive

work only with artists whom I believe in 100%

August 2016. Next door is the luxury care

at the most fantastic creations on our plates.”

and whom I get along with. An example of such

centre ‘Belle ‘Epoque’ from the Orpea group.

Niña Van den Bosch agrees: “Although I only

an artist is Heinz Rabbow. Ever since our first

Brasserie Balthazar’s inception came about

dined here once, I was immediately won over

meeting we understood each other, and we

by the inspiration of famous star chef Yves

by Brasserie Balthazar. Not only is the food

have the same aim: bring humanity to the fore.

Mattagne (Sea Grill). Not only does Yves

of an exceptional quality, the atmosphere is

He enjoys great international renown but he is

Mattagne supervise Balthazar, he also runs

pure energy. You can taste the magic which

very modest about it himself. On the occasion

the Orpea restaurants. It is clear that the chef

is present between Yves Mattagne and his

of the opening of our new gallery MOdus 8,

has experience in setting up luxury brasseries:

protégé Laurent Vandekerckhove in the dish,

located at Zeedijk 697b in Knokke and the

Balthazar looks trendy, hip and the open

and the great service is an absolute added

renovated gallery Art Center HOres we

kitchen with imposing grills clearly functions as

value. At Balthazar you feel the love of the

organised a vernissage by Heinz Rabbow and

the beating heart. A glance at the menu and

whole team in your food.”

5 sculptors. His new technique and new book

you soon realise that Yves Mattagne choose

were introduced at the event. The innovative

the rotisserie as starting point for many of the

technique where he stretches the paper on a

dishes. As kitchen chef, Yves appointed the

wooden carrier makes that his works seem to

young thirty year old Laurent Vandekerckhove,

come from a distance past. But he also dares

ex-Savarin and laureate of the Gouden Vork

to use colour in a completely new way. The

(Golden Fork). “I develop all the dishes on

painting ‘Lady with red hair’ for instance, with

the menu, together with Yves”, Laurent says.

its vivacity, is perfectly in tune with the energy

“I can learn a lot from his experience and

radiated by Brasserie Balthazar.”

I provide him with lots of fresh ideas. For

Next to inspirer Yves Mattagne and chef

instance we made a ceviche of buckthorn,

Laurent Vandekerckhove there is also manager

Energy on and next to the plate

something the chef was not familiar with. But

Philippe Rossel who wants to develop Balthazar

Brasserie Balthazar, located in Duinenwater

then he went and added cavaillon melon to

even more into a high class establishment. “We
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“Brasserie Balthazar’s
cuisine perfectly reflects
the pureness of the art I
offer.”

stand for service and quality which reflects in

the same vision: What does a restaurant offer

our fresh top class products. Yves Mattagne’s

when you take away the dish? In other words,

background is perfectly interwoven with

the atmosphere, the decoration and the staff

the creativity of the young chef. A unique

can make or break the restaurant. And I think,

collaboration which reflects itself in the

at Brasserie Balthazar, we have succeeded in

atmosphere at Balthazar.”

it!”

The fact that Yves Mattagne has sufficient

www.myknokke-heist.be

affinity for art, is not only apparent from

www.facebook.com/KnokkeHeist

his culinary creations but also from the fact

www.artcenterhores.com

that a decade ago, he opened a restaurant

www.modus8.com

which was located in the ‘Ullens Center for

www.brasseriebalthazar.be

Contemporary Art’ in Beijing. The museum
was founded by Guy and Myriam Ullens, two
collectors of contemporary art from Antwerp.
To Yves Mattagne art is part of life, not only in
the creation of a dish, but also in de discovery
of a new culture. Whether he is inspired by a
piece of art? “Of course, but it is very hard to
reflect the soul of a piece of art in a recipe”,
says Yves Mattagne. “The real art is found in
putting together a good team which will lift the
restaurant to a higher level. I always start from
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Ceviche of cod
with bergamot

Peking duck
with plum sauce

INGREDIENTS AND PREPARATION

INGREDIENTS AND PREPARATION

Ceviche

Plum sauce

1 lemongrass stalk // 8 g ginger // 1/2 allspice //
3 g black pepper // 3 kaffir leaves //

Prepare a dark caramel with sugar and white

500 g bergamot juice // sugar water // mirin //

wine. Add soya sauce and sake. Then add 1 l

bergamot zest // sushi vinegar

water, as well as 40 g sesame oil, shallot, garlic,
black bean paste, red bean curd, star anise,

Mix the lemongrass, ginger, allspice, black

ginger, cinnamon stick, zest of one orange and

pepper and kaffir leaves in the Thermomix.

oyster sauce. Bring it to the boil and leave to

Flavour the bergamot juice with sugar water,

infuse for 2 hours.

mirin, zest and sushi vinegar. Add the blended
Duck

herbs and leave to rest for a night in a cool room.

Fry the duck and cover it in hoisin sauce or a
Cod

lacquer.

Slice the cod fillet in thin slices and marinate
for 30 minutes in the ceviche before using.

HOW TO SERVE

Season with salt and pepper.

Garnish with a slice of foie gras, sliced
cucumber, leek, roasted sesame, deep fried

HOW TO SERVE

onions and fresh coriander. Serve with a lotus

Garnish the dish with passion fruit seeds,

bun or a bapao steamed bun.

pomegranate and herbs and flowers of your
choice.
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Belgian strawberries
with tarragon
INGREDIENTS AND PREPARATION
Juice the strawberries
Put fresh strawberries in a juicer and filter it in a
coffee filter. Infuse cold with mint and tarragon,
finish with sugar water.
Tarragon cream
Sweat a young Jonagold with one vanilla pod in
a dry white wine and leave to compote. Blanch
the tarragon and stir it into the mixture.
Granité
Mix blanched tarragon with apple juice, sprite
and a dash of vodka. Next sieve and pour into a
mould and freeze.
Meringue
Prepare a ‘meringue Italienne’ with freezedried strawberries placed on top. Let it dry
for two days at 55 °C. Serve with fresh Belgian
strawberries.
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The more you look
the more you discover

Craving for something fruity and fresh? Try a Bordeaux
white or rosé: the perfect partner for your summer salads!

TASTE OUR KNOW-HOW WISELY
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Le Creuset

The world famous
‘cocotte’ on Edwin
Vinke’s stove
“A Le Creuset pan is for life.”
Text: Isabel Boons | Photos: Bart Tanghe

Le Creuset needs little introduction. The excellent reputation of these cast iron pans is
unsurpassed in the culinary world. Besides, Le Creuset is found everywhere: in the kitchen of
the hobby cook, in many television kitchens and of course in many Michelin starred kitchens.
Recently, Dolce was invited to come to Edwin Vinke’s kitchen. Located in the picturesque
Slijkplaat, a municipality of Sluis (Breskens) in the Netherlands, De Kromme Watergang **, just
like Le Creuset, enjoys an international reputation. It is no wonder that Edwin Vinke’s frying
pans and dishes are a ‘match made in heaven’ ...

Edwin Vinke began his career in Oud Sluis

Klei’. The fact that Edwin swears by the sea

under the guidance of Ronnie Herman –

and its salty flavours becomes apparent from

Sergio’s father. In 1993, together with his

his dishes. His cuisine is inspired by all the

wife Blanche, he opened the restaurant De

beauty produced by the Zeelandic Flanders

Kromme Watergang. Located in a former

landscape. He brings together the pure

kindergarten school, he transformed the

flavours of fresh ingredients and turns them

restaurant into a top league establishment.

into an almost irresistible whole. The right

In 2005 De Kromme Watergang was awarded

techniques, materials and ingredients are a

its first star. A second star followed in 2011.

priority: fish is bought from the fishermen at

That is also the year chef Edwin Vinke

Breskens every day, meat comes from his own

published his own inspiration book: ‘Zilte

free-range pigs and cows, vegetables and
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Edwin harvests herbs from his own ‘Zilte Hof’,

One of a kind

serve in it. Thanks to the cone-shaped lid,

a vegetable garden created especially for

Today Edwin is going to use the illustrious

condensed steam lands in droplets back

the restaurant with more than 270 varieties.

Le Creuset stew pans and tagine. “Whether

onto the ingredients inside, making the dish

“We have actually created our own culinary

I use these in my restaurant? Actually I don’t,

deliciously tender. Moreover, the tagine has

world,” Edwin laughs. “All the products we use

but I do use them at home, “ Edwin laughs.

excellent heat distribution allowing dishes

originate from the immediate vicinity of the

“The products of Le Creuset are praised

to cook evenly and gently. This way all the

restaurant, which means that we can always

worldwide for their fantastic performance,

flavours are combined perfectly.

cook using produce which is fresh every day

and I can only agree with that.” “Le Creuset’s

“I am indeed impressed with the result and the

and of top quality.”

success continues to grow,” Tineke Holvoet,

design of the tagine. Not only can you use it

communications coordinator at Le Creuset,

to make stews, you can also present them in a

Coming home

adds. “Due to the quality products and the

special way. The tagine is perfectly in line with

Edwin Vinke and his wife are proud to be

unique production process: the molten cast

the philosophy of De Kromme Watergang.

receiving the guests as they would do at home.

iron is cast into a sand mould after which the

High time we used it in the restaurant too,”

You can go for dinner, and stay the night. Next

mould is broken. The pots are still sanded

Edwin concludes enthusiastically.

to the restaurant you’ll find ‘Suite Blanche’

and polished by hand. Throughout the

and behind the dike at the marina in Breskens

process, each step is checked manually to

www.lecreuset.be

you will find three more beautifully appointed

ensure perfect quality. Le Creuset cookware

www.krommewatergang.nl

‘Suites’. A Zeelandic breakfast is served in the

is finished with a smooth and impermeable

room and there is a shuttle service provided

layer of enamel, which ensures long life and

from the restaurant. This arrangement means

product quality. Cooking in enamelled cast

that Edwin and Blanche meet the guests’

iron is also very healthy. Nutrients remain

demands for stylish accommodations nearby.

optimal in the food because the heat in a
closed system is absorbed slowly and evenly
distributed throughout the pan. Whichever

“I am totally blown away
by this performance and
the presentation of the Le
Creuset tagine.”

heat source is used, little heat is lost and the
dish retains heat for a long time which means
it stays warm for longer. Thanks to the double
enamelled layer, the pans are extra smooth so
no flavour or odour is absorbed. In addition,
each Le Creuset cast iron product is unique.

La mer...

No piece is identical, as each part is made in

At the start of this year, De Kromme

a sand mould which is only used once. Parts

Watergang won the Restaurant Award for

are taken from the mould, cut and refined by

the best fish restaurant in the Netherlands.

hand.”

Edwin Vinke: “Our cuisine consists of 95%
fish, shellfish and crustaceans. We combine

Impressed

this with all kinds of meat like pork tail, cow

While Edwin prepares 3 dishes in the Le

head, and parson’s nose. But our priority is

Creuset pans, he becomes increasingly

our passion for our region. In other words, we

more enthusiastic about the brand. And as is

Would you like to try
these “Le Creuset - Tajines
and Cocottes“ for yourself?

bring a modern interpretation of authenticity

becoming to a top chef, he is inspired by the

Contact Tineke Holvoet

with boundless respect for the product. We

performance and presentation of the pans.

strive to bring fresh and easy digestible

It is the tagine especially which draws his

TEL 0032 (0)3 502 50 25

dishes. We find inspiration in the beautiful

attention and straight away he comes up with

MOBILE 00 32 (0)472 36 71 89

Zeelandic landscape.

a stew made with asparagus, Oosterschelde

EMAIL tineke.holvoet@lecreuset.com

lobster and sea vegetables that he plans to
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Beetroot Ceviche with North
Sea crab, whelks and winkles
4 PERSONS
INGREDIENTS
2 North Sea crabs // 1 kg whelks // 1 kg winkles // 10 l sea water // 1 finely sliced
celery // large bunch of garden herbs, parsley, chervil, basil, lavas etc. // 2 finely
chopped onions // 6 tbsp burnt, bruised black pepper // 100 g sliced ginger //
3 red chilli peppers
For the ceviche
50 g finely sliced ginger // 50 g finely chopped red onions // 30 g red chilli //
pepper: seeds removed and finely chopped // 3 sticks of lemongrass, chopped //
1/2 bunch of coriander // 1 tsp coriander seeds // 1/2 clove of garlic // 1/2 dl lime
juice // zest of 1 lime // 3 tbsp Greek yoghurt // 3 tbsp low-fat yoghurt
For the garnish
finely sliced beetroot, red onion, spring onion, edamame beans, popped corn
etc.
PREPARATION
North Sea crab is a primeval animal with a terrifically deep salted sweet flavour.
Edwin Vinke combines this with spicy whelks and winkles in a rounded sour
ceviche sauce to create a nice balance.
Put three large Le Creuset pans on the stove with seawater, garden herbs,
celery, onions, black pepper, red chilli peppers and ginger. Bring to the boil
and cook the whelks and winkles for about 15 minutes until tender. The crabs
are boiled for about 4 to 5 minutes. Leave the whelks and winkles in the boiling
liquid until lukewarm and then take them out of their shells. Use a chefs knife’s
handle to crack open the legs and the body of the crab and carefully extract
the crab meat. Do the same with the heads, sieve and use as a base for the
ceviche.
Bash the ginger, red peppers, red onion, the lemongrass, the coriander seeds
and leaves and the garlic in a pestle and mortar. Add the lime juice and the
zest, the yoghurt, the beetroot juice and the meat of the crab heads. Set aside
to marinate for a few hours and sieve. As a garnish we will use any vegetables
which are in season, e.g. beetroot, red onion, spring onion, edamame beans,
corn, etc. Blanch briefly and mix the crabmeat with some mayonnaise before
serving.
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Free-range chicken with
cockles, carrot mash,
lemon and lemongrass
4 PERSONS

INGREDIENTS
For the free-range chicken
2 large chicken fillets // 2 stalks of
lemongrass // Piece of ginger of about 25 g

PREPARATION
Cockles are the most important ingredient in the kitchen of De
Kromme Watergang. They provide a typically, salty flavour which
you don’t find anywhere else in the world.

// Olive oil
The chicken fillets come straight from the farm. They are cooked
For the cockles
2 kg cockles // 1 shallot // Pepper and salt //

in a vacuum bag for 20 to 30 minutes at 68 °C with a lemongrass
stalk, fresh ginger and olive oil.

1/2 dl white wine
Carrot mash is a typical regional dish made of carrots, onions
For the sauce

and potatoes. Normally this is prepared with lean pork bacon or

200 g unsalted butter // Juice and zest of

brisket, but here we use strong stock made of chicken carcass

2 lemons // 2 tbsp crème fraîche // Pepper

and lemongrass. The carrots, onions and potatoes are peeled

and salt // Cooking liquid from the cockles

and sliced thinly. Take a large pan with butter and stew half
the carrots. A bit later on, add the rest of the carrots and the

For the carrot mash
1 kg carrots // 100 gr potatoes //
350 g onions // 5 dl strong chicken stock //

potatoes. Stew for a few more minutes and add the chickenstock
little by little. When halfway, add the onions and leave to stew
until ready. Transfer to a blender and blend into a smooth mass

Butter // Black pepper

and season with salt and pepper.

For sweet/sour carrot

Rinse the cockles carefully and boil them in a pan with lid with

20 young carrots // 25 g honey //
100 g vinegar

a little bit of white wine, freshly ground pepper and finely diced
shallot. The cooking liquid is kept for the sauce. Add lemon,
butter and crème fraîche to the cooking liquid and reduce briefly.
Peel the young carrots and slice in long slices. Marinate the slices
in sweet/sour. This will give the dish a fresh taste.
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CLEANING
| The pots and pans of Le Creuset can be cleaned in a
professional dishwasher

| Many chefs use Le Creuset and have been for more than
30 years. Minor damage to the outside does not affect
the operation of the pots and pans.

| Use the Le Creuset ‘Pots & Pans’ cleaner to completely
clean the pan or pot.

| Any burnt-on food can be removed with ‘Pots & Pans’,
but also with soda water. When using soda water, it is
advisable to oil the enamel afterwards.
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Oosterschelde lobster,
asparagus, sea kale &
sea vegetables
4 PERSONS

INGREDIENTS
2 Oosterschelde lobsters of 500 g // 200 g butter // 1 l sea water
// zest and juice of 1 orange // 1 kg asparagus // 200 g sea kale //
200 g sea vegetables // bunch of flat leaf parsley

PREPARATION
According to Edwin Vinke, Oosterschelde lobster is the best
in the world. Unsurpassed in flavour and available for roughly
two months each year, from April to June. The asparagus is
peeled with a ‘tile effect’ and the tough parts are removed.
Next, rinse the sea kale and remove the lover part. Also rinse
the sea vegetables. Put some seawater in the Le Creuset tagine,
with the butter, orange juice and orange zest. Place the peeled
asparagus in this and put the lobster on top, and cook for 10 to
15 minutes until tender. Add the sea kale halfway and as last the
sea vegetables. Finish the dish with flat leaf parsley.
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MASTERCOOK I INNOVATION INSPIRED
AMAZING BUSINESS LUNCH I GASTRONOMIC DINNER MOODS

100% REAL FOOD
INFO & RESERVATIONS
W W W.T H E B I S T R O N O M Y.C O M O R 0 2 2 6 3 0 1 3 3
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Rational

Marblo Culinair’s
artisan dishes of the day
can count on
Rational’s ‘power’
Text: Isabel Boons | Photos: Bart Tanghe

Marblo Culinair, part of the Willy Naessens Group, stands for day-fresh dishes of the day with
that extra touch. Originating from pure craftsmanship, today, Marblo has grown to producing
10,000 dishes of the day per week. A set team of driven employees prepare quality and
affordable dishes every day, offering a wide range of solutions to every catering department
at a butcher or supermarket. In 2016 Marblo moved to a new location in Waregem and no less
than 3.3 m euro was invested in the new premises. The beating heart of the new production
site is undoubtedly the warm kitchen, where employees can count on 3 Rational VarioCooking
Centers® and 3 Rational ovens…

Marblo Culinair started at the renowned

company grew enormously. Our strength

Slagerij Blockeel in Oudenaarde. Taking into

is that we manage everything ourselves.

account the enormous success of the dishes
of the day, the owners decided to start up the

“Marblo Culinair is still an
artisan kitchen, just a little
big bigger than before …”

production site Marblo Culinair in WortegemPetegem in 2012. The success kept increasing
and by a series of coincidences Marblo Culinair
was taken over in 2015 by the Willy Naessens
Group. “Blockeel had been looking for a
structural partner to help run the business in

In other words we continue the traditional

a professional way”, says Ivan Speleers, CEO

way of working of Slagerij Blockeel and we

Franky Fresh food Group. “Under the wings

translate this into the production of artisan

of the logistics company Franky Fresh Food,

dishes of the day. With our own butcher and

that brings the dishes to the customers, the

fishmonger, we retain our craftsmanship when
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we produce daily specials, pasta dishes, soups,

consumer a varied range. As well as the usual

various tapas and desserts. Considering that

dishes like scampi diabolique, salmon with

the market for one person meals will continue

mash or meatballs in tomato sauce, we also

to grow, we decided to relocate Marblo to a

like to take the seasons into account. Apart

larger premises in Waregem. We have been

from one person dishes we have recently also

operating from the Eugène Bekaertlaan since

started producing artisan oven dishes in a

1 September.”

gastronomic standard 1/2 for that real ‘homemade’ feeling. These dishes – e.g. chicken

Varied range

lasagne, chef’s lasagne, meatloaf, moussaka

Marblo Culinair stands for supreme quality

etc – are meant for the counter sales or

preparation such as soup, one person meals

shops where they want to cut it into portions

and desserts. “Our strength lies in the fact

themselves.”

that we offer our customers large portions”
says Ivan Speelers. “On top of that, we use

Warm kitchen is the beating heart

day-fresh ingredients and our packaging is

On 1 September 2016 Marblo moved to its new

suitable for the oven as well as the microwave.

location in Waregem, the former site of the

Our range consists of 70 different dishes

textile company Bekaert-Depla. No less than

because the request for ready-made meals

2500 m2 were rebuilt in three months. Result:

keeps increasing. It is our job to offer the

an extremely modern food business equipped
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with the latest techniques and machines.

Ensure quality with Rational appliances

“And yet we remain artisan,” Ivan Speelers

“We rely on the efficiency and the power of

adds. “We have our own butchery where we

3 Rational VarioCooking Centers® and 3

process all the meat, the fish is also cut by

Rational ovens in the warm kitchen. These

us. The heart of the business is undoubtedly

appliances ensure we can deliver quality”,

the warm kitchen of approx. 500m2. Here we

Chris Bauters, head of production Marblo

make sauces and stews, fish and meat is fried,
vegetables are cooked, potatoes and rice or
pasta are prepared and so on. We prepare it
all ourselves and we can even say that all our
sauces are free from glutamates. Then there
is the cold kitchen of another 500m2 where

“The VarioCooking Centers®
ensure a continuous
production with a consistent
quality.”

the dishes are compiled on an automatic
production line. Here all the components are
given their place in the packaging and the

Culinair, continues. “We use one VCC as deep

dish then travels to the tray-sealer where the

fryer, while the other two are used to fry meat

necessary labels and sleeves are added to

and fish, and create pasta and stews. Thanks

then be transported and distributed to our

to the very short heat up, preparation and

customers.”

cooling times of the appliances, we can keep
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on producing with the same fabulous results.
Moreover, all the recipes are programmed
as standard in the Rational VarioCooking
Centers® which means everyone can operate
them. The concentrated power of the heating
system ensures that the water almost keeps
boiling when you add the pasta. The cooking
process is kept an eye on by the machine itself
and cooked ingredients are taken out of the
water at exactly the right time. The VCCs are
also used at night for preparing Belgian veal
tongue in a stock, for instance.”

We can always guarantee
the quality of our dishes
with a Vario Cooking
Center® .”

Rational undoubtedly stands for quality and
efficiency and fits in perfectly with Marblo’s
philosophy. “Moreover you can rely completely
on the fact that the products will be cooked
and prepared to perfection. This takes away a
lot of our worries and gives us the guarantee
that we can serve our consumers with a
fantastic dish, time and again”, Chris Bauters
concludes.

www.rational.be
www.marblo.be
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TAKE PART IN ‘BEST CHEF
OF ADULT EDUCATION 2017’
Who? Graduates and last year students
of adult education

When? Submit written test by 1 November

Final: 8 December

Theme written test?
Pork cheeks

Location of Final? De Avondschool,
Leopold III laan, Ostend

How? Via www.deavondschool.be

GALA EVENING
Thermae Palace, Ostend
Price: 120 euro all inclusive
Booking via www.deavondschool.be
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CVO De Avondschool

CVO De Avondschool
has a great future ahead!
“Quality courses, enthusiastic teachers, a creative competition
and a completely new school building are the ingredients
of evening adult education to be proud of.”
Text: Isabel Boons | Photos: Bart Tanghe

CVO De Avondschool, at the moment still located in the Leopold III Laan, has ambitious plans.
Not only is the quality of the courses it offers of an exceptionally high level, from 2018 the
school building will also live up to all the requirements of a modern teaching environment. In
addition, CVO De Avondschool is making headway in organising the competition ‘Best chef
of adult education 2017’ for the very first time. Driving force behind this effort? A young and
passionate team of teachers – perfectly supported by their head teacher – who are proud
of sharing their passion with the students. And it pays off, because the number of students
increases year after year. Not to mention the culinary delights they serve in their restaurant
De Vigneron…
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Evening school 2.0

February next year. Our mission? The evening

CVO De Avondschool offers fully-fledged

school 2.0. In other words, the whole team is

hotel training in evening school. From chef

always striving to lift the school to a higher

and head chef to wine expert and from baker

level.”

to patissier. “The students are guided through

“We want to raise the bar
time and again so that
our school will be the
reference when it concerns
hotel training in adult
education.”

various modules in a 6 year training course”,

“Our first step is organising a completely

says Paul De Soete, hotel teacher. The

new competition for the students of adult

module ‘restaurant’, for instance, will guide

education”, Patrick Vermaut, head teacher

the students through the ins and outs of the

De Avondschool, adds. “The team of teachers

responsibilities of a maitre d’: serving, dealing

is incredibly enthusiastic about this and

Completely new school building

with customers, preparation of the room,

this will undoubtedly result in a fantastic

“De Avondschool is proud of the fact that it

wine and beverages knowledge. A student

experience. The next step is the construction

gives each of its students the best possible

can come to us for a course which starts with

of a completely new hotel school near the

baggage. Not only in its courses but also

basic things to eventually obtain the diploma

Sint-Jans church in Ostend. At the moment

when it comes to infrastructure”, says Paul

of chef, or baker-patissier. And due to the fact

there are 40 modules and 11 chefs for the

De Soete. “Culinary courses are always

we mimic the reality exceptionally well in this

adult education, which on a yearly basis look

popular, also in adult education. Moreover

school, at the end of the course, everyone can

after 350 culinary students. The infrastructure

our courses are affordable, which lowers the

easily work independently. Every Thursday

of our current building no longer meets the

threshold. At the same time, we also want

evening the students show the best of

requirements of a modern hotel school. There

to be an interactive school, we take our

themselves in our restaurant De Vigneron. A

was a lot of speculation about the new school

students on various company visits which are

real success, we are already booked solid until

and finally, work commenced last year.”

in line with their education. Our aim is for De
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Avondschool to become the reference when

students who have graduated or are in their

it concerns hotel training in adult education.”

last year.

“Of course our new school will also contribute

Bernard VandenDriessche, oenology teacher:

to that”, Koen Mouton, bread-patisserie

“The theme for the competition is pork

teacher, continues. “I started four years ago

cheeks. First, participants have to submit an

with 6 students, now there are 80. And with

innovative recipe in writing, by 1 November.

the new school this will only increase. The

This recipe will be judged by a reading jury.

new school is calculated for growth, because

The 6 finalists will be announced during a

I expect even more students will be attracted

press conference on 18 November. The final

by the modern infrastructure and state-of-the-

will take place on 8 December and this will be

art cooking appliances. We also put in a lot of

a test as suggested by us, followed by a gala

effort in order to upgrade our restaurant to

dinner at Hotel Thermae Palace in Ostend.”

culinary level. Something we will obviously be

“The dishes will of course also be judged

doing in the new school too.”

by professional chefs. We intend for the
competition to take place every year and even

Competition: ‘Best chef of

be extended”, Patrick Vermaut concludes

adult education 2017’

enthusiastically.

‘Best chef of adult education 2017’ is a
competition organised for all the CVOs

www.deavondschool.be

(Centres for Adult Education) in Flanders, for
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Pork belly with
aigre-doux and
cauliflower and
almond crumble
4 PERSONS
INGREDIENTS
600 g pork belly bacon slices // 2 rosemary twigs // dash of olive oil //
Cape herbs // 1 tomato // 1/3 cauliflower // 100 g almonds // 2 floury
potatoes // 4 morels // Vene cress // Violet cress // 4 green asparagus
// 100 g sugar // 1 dl water // 6 tbsp white wine vinegar // 1 tbsp lime
juice // 2 tbsp orange juice // balsamic vinegar // 1 dl demi glace

PREPARATION
Place the pork belly in a vacuum bag with rosemary, olive oil, and
Cape herbs. Put in the Roner at 62 °C for 24 hours. Then colour the
pork meat with a Bunsen burner. Keep warm for serving. Pulse the
cauliflower and almonds separately in the Thermomix to make a
crumble.
Then colour the almond crumble in a pan and blanch the cauliflower
and combine with the almonds. Gently colour the morels together
with a finely chopped shallot, season when nearly done. Briefly boil
the green asparagus and refresh. Then colour them in the pan and
add some balsamic vinegar.
Remove the skin from the tomatoes by submerging them briefly in
boiling water and peeling off the skin, remove the flesh and cut in
four. Deep fry the skin of the tomatoes and season with salt. Then
peel the potatoes and dice (similar sizes). Poach them and deep fry.
Prepare the aigre-doux. Make sugar water and leave it to boil until
you have an amber coloured caramel. Then extinguish with white
wine vinegar, lime juice, orange juice and demi glace. Reduce well and
season a bit more.
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Summer
delight
10 PERSONS

Combine the gelatine powder with the cold

Domes of passion fruit cremeux

water and leave to soak for 20 minutes.

7.4 g gelatine powder // 40 g cold water //

Heat the milk and cream (50 g) with the

200 g passion fruit puree // 30 g mango

sliced vanilla pod and leave to soak for 10

puree // 60 g almond milk // 220 g sugar //

minutes. In another bowl blend the 50 g

190 g eggs // 130 g butter: soft //

cream, sugar, yoghurt and lime juice to a

130 g mascarpone

INGREDIENTS & PREPARATION

smooth mass. Add the gelatine mass to the

Almond cake

warm milk/cream. Sieve this and add the

Combine the gelatine powder with cold

90 g egg yolks // 50 g sugar // 50 g egg

combination of cream/yoghurt/sugar/lime

water and soak for 20 minutes. Heat the

whites // 50 g sugar // 50 g ground almonds

to this. Carefully spoon under the beaten

fruit purees, the almond milk, the sugar and

// 50 g sugar // 60 g flour // 45 g butter:

cream.

eggs to 84 °C. Add the gelatine mass and

melted, lukewarm

Pour the panna cotta in a thick layer (2cm)

let it all cool down to 37 °C.

over the mango/passion fruit coulis. Set in

Add the soft butter in three parts at

Beat the yolks and the sugar (50 g) to a

the fridge. This is the base for dressing the

average speed. Then add the mascarpone

firm ruban. Beat the egg whites and the

plate.

and blend at high speed until you obtain a

sugar (50 g) to a firm meringue. Combine

smooth mass. Fill a mould for a dome and

these two. Add the sieved ground almonds,

Passion foams

the sugar and the flour. Spoon under the

75 g passion fruit puree // 75g water //

melted butter.

400 g sugar // 250 g egg white

freeze.

Pour this dough onto a baking tray (1cm

Mini quenelle of lime cremeux
300 g water // 90 g sugar // 2 lemongrass

thickness) and bake at 180 °C until the cake

Bring the passion fruit puree, the water and

sticks // zest of 2 limes // 7.4 g gelatine

is golden in colour.

the sugar to 115 °C.

powder // 40 g cold water // 60 g lime juice

Then start to whisk the egg white and when

// 100 g sugar // 150 g eggs // 130 g butter:

Mango/passion fruit coulis

the sugar water reaches 121 °C you pour

soft // 90 g mascarpone

40 g almond milk // 30 g passion fruit puree

this in a thin jet into the egg white, whilst

// 50 g mango puree // 100 g sugar //

whisking all the time. Whisk until cold. Pipe

Prepare the basic syrup by boiling the

1 sheet gelatine

nice foam shapes and bake in the oven at

water and the sugar. Add the zest and leave

50 °C for 1 hour. Leave to dry out in a dry

to infuse for 15 minutes. Sieve and measure

place.

215g. Combine the gelatine powder with

Warm the almond milk, the passion fruit
puree and the mango puree to room

40 g cold water and soak for 20 minutes.

temperature. Add the sugar and stir until

Quenelle of calamansi cremeux

Heat 215g basic syrup, the lime juice, sugar

it is dissolved. Melt the soaked gelatine in

120 g calamansi puree // 3.7 g gelatine

and eggs to 84 °C. Add the gelatine mass

cold water for at least 10 minutes.

powder // 20 g cold water // 80 g eggs //

and let it cool to 37 °C. Add the soft butter

To start with add some of the puree to the

95 g sugar // 100 g butter: soft

in three stages at average speed. Add the

gelatine to then add the gelatine to the

mascarpone and blend well. Fill a quenelles

rest of the mass. Pour this coulis over the

Blend the gelatine powder with cold water

almond cake. Store in the freezer.

and leave to soak for 20 minutes. Heat the

mould and freeze.

calaminsi puree, the eggs and the sugar to

Almond mousse

Panna cotta of Greek yoghurt

84 °C. Add the gelatine mass and let it cool

75 g almond milk // 20 g egg yolk //

6.5 g gelatine powder // 33 g cold water //

to 37 °C. Next, add the soft butter in three

12 g sugar // 2 sheets of soaked gelatine //

50 g milk // 50 g cream // 1/2 vanilla pod

parts at average speed. Fill a mould for

100 g cream

// 50 g cream // 50 g sugar // 25 g Greek

balls and freeze. Tip: de-mould the balls and

yoghurt // juice of 1/2 lime // 190 g cream:

roll them in a slice of fresh mango.

beaten to soft peaks

Heat the almond milk and the sugar to 40
°C and pour this onto the yolks, blend well
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and warm up whilst stirring to 85°C. Beat
very airy until it reaches room temperature.
Melt the gelatine and add to the pâte à
bombe. Finally add the half whisked cream.
Fill a piping bag with the almond mousse,
fill the mould and place in the freezer to
set.
White chocolate sponge
100 g ground almonds // 100 g sugar //
25 g flour // 15 g powdered white chocolate
// 150 g egg whites // 100 g yolks
Combine the ground almonds, sugar,
flour and the white chocolate powder in a
blender at high speed. Add the egg whites
and the yolks and blend a bit more. Fill a
siphon and add three gas canisters. Leave
to rest in the fridge for an hour. Take out of
the fridge and shake well. Fill the moulds
halfway and put them in the microwave for
115 seconds at 500 Watt. Cool upside down.
Mango coulis
50 g water // 50 g sugar //
160 g mango puree // 80 g passion fruit
puree // 8 g almond milk // 1 sheet gelatine
// 20 g lime juice
Prepare a syrup by boiling the water and
the sugar. Add the purees and sieve. Melt
the soaked gelatine and add a little syrup/
puree mixture to the gelatine. Add the
gelatine now to the rest of the puree
mixture and fill a squeeze bottle. Store in
the fridge.
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Gouden Carolus Single Malt is een verfijnde whisky gedistilleerd uit
het moutbeslag van het bier Gouden Carolus Tripel. Een primeur voor
België zijn de handgeslagen, koperen stookketels, zogenaamde pot
stills, waarin het zuivere graanbeslag wordt gedistilleerd. Dit levert
een puur en helder distillaat op. De opeenvolgende rijping in klassieke
Bourbon vaten gevolgd door een verdere rijping in Het Anker vaten
resulteert in een verfijnde whisky met een volle en evenwichtige
smaak. De subtiel aanwezige fruitaroma’s worden mooi aangevuld
met toetsen van hout en vanille.

WWW.STOKERIJDEMOLENBERG.BE

STOKERIJ DE MOLENBERG - BLAASVELD - BELGIUM
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AEG

AEG cooks up stars
at Antwerpen Proeft
Text: Isabel Boons | Photos: Bart Tanghe

From 28 April to 1 May Waagnatie in Antwerp was the stage for the culinary festival Antwerpen
Proeft for the 11th time. AEG, headline partner of the event, brought along star chef Giovanni
Bruno from restaurant senzanome as well as two star chef Nick Bril from The Jane. In addition,
for the first time AEG launched the Young Foodies restaurant and the visitor was able to get
acquainted with the innovative AEG Mastery Range. In other words, for four days, Antwerpen
Proeft was the gastronomic Walhalla of Antwerp and far beyond…

Nowhere else will you find, at the same

in an exclusive workshop where top chefs

moment and all in one location, so many dishes

were shown how to use the AEG appliances.

by so many famous chefs and rising stars for

Gastronomic enjoyment was top of the bill at

a fraction of their normal price as during

the AEG Taking Taste Further Restaurant, but
also the youngest foodies were allowed to do
their own thing in their own restaurant.

“Thanks to AEG cooking
sous-vide at home is now
one of the possibilities.”

Taking Taste Further with AEG, also during
Antwerpen Proeft!
By

using

innovative

techniques

and

technologies AEG is lifting your flavour
Antwerpen Proeft. And that is not all, during

experience to the highest level. And that

this renowned culinary festival, experiences

is exactly the philosophy AEG stands for:

were also put centre stage. Visitors could

‘Taking Taste Further’. By applying the best

enjoy free cooking demonstrations and

techniques in every step of the culinary

master classes on the AEG Proeft Stage. In

process with full knowledge. The AEG

the AEG Cooking Club you could take part

appliances ensure exceptional results and the
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best flavour, regardless of the cuisine. And the

vide technique at senzanome for a number of

full of atmosphere. “The appliances in the

visitor was able to experience this first hand

years. It is the perfect technique for the most

kitchen have become a large part in this”, says

during Antwerpen Proeft. Two star chef Nick

delicate way of cooking food. Thanks to the

Gerrit Decock, Marketing Manager Benelux

Bril from The Jane served his guinea fowl

AEG appliances the hobby cook can easily get

AEG. “Appliances should not only fit into

with ravioli of thigh, celery and hay. Giovanni

to know these ways of cooking.”

the interior seamlessly, but they should also

Bruno of two star restaurant senzanome in

be linked more with one another. We meet

Brussels has us taste his vitello with mackerel,

that demand perfectly with The Mastery

soya, ginger and olive oil.

Both chefs were wildly enthusiastic about
their cooperation with AEG and the AEG
appliances. “The AEG appliances will allow

“Our Mastery Range is
made up of appliances
which adapt to the user,
and not the other way
around…”

Range. With this line we want to offer the
best kitchen experience. We have created
appliances which adapt to the user and not
the other way around.”

the home cook to cook in a professional way”,

The

Mastery

Range

consists

of

the

says Nick Bril. “I am a big fan of sous-vide

SurroundCook® oven, SenseCook® oven,

cooking. It is a technique I have been using

Flexibility in the kitchen with The Mastery

Steambake oven, SteamBoost oven, SteamPro

for years for vegetables, poultry and other

Range by AEG

oven,

produce. Sous-vide ensures that the pure

Nowadays the kitchen is considered more

cooking field, Combohob induction hob,

flavour and characteristics of the products are

and more as being the heart of the home.

Hob2Hood extractor hood, CustomFlex®

retained in an optimal way. It is fantastic that

Not only used for cooking in, it also serves

fridge and the ComfortLift® dishwasher.

AEG helps to introduce this technique in the

as a central meeting place. In other words,

home kitchen.”

kitchens are used for stylish eating, cooking,

All the appliances are equipped with the

Giovanni Bruno: “I can only endorse what

living and enjoyment. Not only should a

most advanced technologies ensuring the

Nick has said. We have been using the sous-

kitchen be functional, but also beautiful and

most responsive cooking experience in the
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Maxisense®

Flexibridge

induction

world. The Mastery Range consists of various
designs: the Horizon Line, the Frame Line and
the Black Line.

Discover more at:
www.aeg.be/nl-be/taste/inspiration/

AEG COOKING CLUB

mastery-range/

The Cooking Club came into existence due to the demand
from consumers to learn how to use their AEG appliances.

www.aeg.be

The free cooking sessions are an excellent introduction to
the use of the new AEG appliances. The most important
programmes and uses are explained carefully and the
client learns to cook like a chef, as it were. There are nine
locations in Belgium.

Become a member?
When you purchase a multifunctional steam oven
SteamPro or SteamBoost you can register for free for a
cooking session on www.aeg.be/nl-be/cookingclub

Discover more about AEG
via QR-code
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Guinea fowl-hay
Pickled guinea fowl

Sauce

Lacquered chicory

Submerge the guinea fowls (1.3 kg) in 200 g

INGREDIENTS

Reduce one bottle of maple syrup to half its

salt and 1 litre of water for 70 minutes. Rinse

coloured carcasses // chopped onion //

volume and deglaze. Boil with 1 dl water and

in cold water and leave to dry overnight

chopped garlic // thyme // deglaze white

1 dl vinegar. Steam the chicory for 2 minutes

in the cold room. Next, steam at 57 °C and

wine and reduce to 1/2 // 2/3 chicken stock //

and quickly fry on the plancha. Caramelise

allow to cool in the cold room. Remove the

1/3 veal stock // a little xantana

with the syrup and fleur de sel.

PREPARATION

Chicken crisps

Ragout

Make the sauce and thicken it by reduction.

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

Infuse with toasted hay (in the oven) and

500 g chicken skin // 500 g chicken stock //

1 punnet champignon de Paris // 4 cloves of

finish with dairy butter and butter from the

250 g tapioca // Salt and chicken seasoning

garlic // 2 medium sweet onions //

hay infusion.

fillets and colour on the skin.

PREPARATION

2 dl chicken stock // meat of 20 thighs (After
pickling these are cooked in the steam oven

Pasta dough

Boil the skins in the stock under cover.

at 70 °C for 2 hours. Thereafter, the skin of

INGREDIENTS

Next, blend until smooth and add the

the thighs is fried until crispy and chopped

2 kg semolina flour // 18 eggs // 40 g salt

tapioca. Place in the Thermomix at 90 °C

and mixed into the meat.) // 150 g marinated

for 20 minutes. Spread out in between

foie terinne // truffle gravy and truffle oil //

PREPARATION

Silpat mats and bake in the oven at 160 °C

pepper and salt

Prepare the dough in a dough kneader

for 30 minutes. Remove the top mat and

at low speed and leave it overnight in a

bake for another 20 minutes at 120 °C.

PREPARATION

vacuum. Roll out into ravioli and stuff with

Leave to dry.

Fry the chopped onion, garlic and

the farce. Boil the ravioli for 3 minutes in

mushrooms. Add the stock and boil until

salted water. Then glaze the chicken stock

Hay hollandaise

completely soft. Then, add the remaining

and butter and serve straight away.

Beat the yolk with a gastrique. Add salt.

ingredients and use a blender to pulse it
into a salpicon.

Finish with 2/3 clarified butter and 1/3 hay
Celeriac crème

butter (clarified and infused with toasted

Peel the celeriac and cut into dice. Fry

hay). Garnish with truffle gravy and truffle

in clarified butter without colouring, and

oil.

season. Then, add the 1/3 chicken stock, 1/3
milk and 1/3 cream. Simmer until completely

Dress the plate and garnish with pink

soft and puree until smooth with some of

Mizuna leaves.

the cooking liquid.
Put through a fine sieve, and then in a
piping bag.
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Vitello with
mackerel,
soya, ginger
and olive oil
INGREDIENTS
1 veal filet d’Anvers // 250 g mackerel filets //
100 g home-made mayonnaise //
2 anchovy filets // 10 capers, rinsed well and
desalinated // 1 glass white wine // 1 tbsp
tuna vinegar // 1 tbsp soya // 70 g ginger //
2 carrots // 3 celery sticks // 1 red onion //
1 clove of garlic // 1 bay leaf and rosemary //
Datterino tomatoes and Gambo di Capperi
extra virgin olive oil
PREPARATION
Fry the filet d’Anvers lightly in olive oil until
a little crust appears. Then add the carrots,
celery, onion, garlic and ginger. Add the
anchovies, capers, bay leaf, rosemary and
the mackerel and soya. Deglaze with a glass
of white wine and two glasses of water.
Leave to simmer for about 10 minutes.
Put the filet d’Anvers in a vacuum bag for
further cooking ‘sous vide’ at 54 °C for
three hours. Allow to cool in ice and rest.
The meat should be slightly pink.
Blend all the vegetables, together with the
mackerel, and pass the mixture through a
sieve and leave to cool.
Add a little tuna vinegar. Mix well and store
in the fridge.
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PARMA HAM,
THE KING OF THE HAMS!
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Cidre Ruwet

Maison Caerdinael…
Where authenticity and
new trends meet
“Cider is enjoying a worldwide revival.”
Text: Isabel Boons | Photos: Bart Tanghe

Durbuy, or the smallest village in the world, has been known for quite a while as a gastronomic
Walhalla to those who love the regional and surprising cuisine of the Ardennes. Throughout
the years, it has been the Caerdinael family which has put their culinary stamp on Durbuy with
among others Le Sanglier des Ardennes and Jean de Bohème. Today however, with the arrival
of Marc Coucke, the catering landscape was somewhat redesigned, but that doesn’t mean
that top chef Frédéric Caerdinael will be taking a back seat. Even more: the establishment
of ‘Maison Caerdinael’ (3 hotels and 2 restaurants) means he is blowing a breath of fresh air
through his kitchens, which he ‘mans’ together with his wife and three daughters. We visited
and surprised the Caerdinael family with a fantastic Cidre Ruwet…

Fréderic Caerdinael is very well known

name in Durbuy for more than 70 years. “That

there where the Ourthe disappears into the

explains the choice of Maison Caerdinael

Ardennes woods. Born into the trade, as it

as federating name for our restaurants and

were, he took over the family business in

hotels”, says Frédéric Caerdinael. “We intend

2000. After his training at Libramont hotel

to start a new story with Maison Caerdinael,

school, the chef earned his spurs in two

together with my wife and my three daughters.

and three star restaurants in Paris, Nice and

Louise, Juliette and Victoria all have different

London. And if there is something he really

talents which are perfectly in tune with the

believes in, it is that the region makes the

new structure of our family business which

cuisine. And although he has handed over

consists of restaurant/hotel Le Victoria, The

Sanglier des Ardennes, today he is faced with

Guest House and tapas bar Le 7 By Juliette

a new challenge. But this time together with

and hotel Le Vieux Durbuy. Victoria is taking

his three daughters…

a hotel course and Louise studied economics.
We are not going to make them go into

Assured future

business with us, but the possibility is there.

The Caerdinael family has been a household

Juliette opened the unique bistro-tapas bar
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Le 7 by Juliette, located on the ground floor
of The Guest House.
“Taking into account that Juliette studied
hotel management, took an oenology course
and did an internship at Jean-François Piège
in Paris, she is perfectly capable of bringing
renewed culinary inspirations to Durbuy. She
looked after the opening of Le 7 and the tapas
bar also bears her signature. She is in Australia
at the moment, but we hope she will come and
join our team here next year”, Frédéric laughs.

Perfect synergy
Maison Caerdinael knows how to combine
the synergy between the three catering
businesses. Located only at only a stone’s
throw distance in the oldest part of town,
they give the clients the opportunity to
discover three different worlds. “Everything
is centralised in Le Victoria”, says Louise.
“That way the client has one point of contact
and he can easily drink his aperitif in Le 7,
dine in Le Victoria and sleep in Le Vieux
Durbuy. Because everything is so close to
each other, the clients just have to cross the
street in order to enjoy a completely different
atmosphere. We hope to evolve more in the

Cider margarita
INGREDIENTS
3 cl tequila // 1 cl dry Tripel // 1 cl sugar syrup //
1 cl lemon juice // 3 cl Ruwet cider
PREPARATION
Add all the ingredients to a cocktail shaker filled with
ice, shake well and strain into a martini glass.
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future and really place Maison Caerdinael on

serving in Le 7, whether or not in a cocktail.”

the culinary map. The family character of this

“The packaging is very attractive and will

business must remain a priority.”

certainly appeal to a young audience”, Louise
and Victoria add. I see us serving it in Le 7
with plenty of ice in a trendy glass. Cider is

“Cidre Ruwet is an
undeniable part of the
Walloon culture.”

clearly working on a revival, its old-fashioned
image is melting away and the low alcohol
percentage works to the advantage of the
beverage!”

Regional products rule

www.cidreruwet.com

Frédéric swears by using regional products

www.maisoncaerdinael.be

and that can be seen in his kitchen. Cidre
Ruwet too can count on a long history, built
on the typical product of the Herve region,
the apple. Founded by Joseph Ruwet in the
19th century, Cidre Ruwet was very popular
during three generations. Afterwards the
company was sold to a large beverage group,
and from the nineties on cider was somewhat
forgotten… Until now! Two young brothers
from Limburg (Frank and Joris Hermans)
are giving Cidre Ruwet a second youth, a
comeback. Cider’s popularity is undoubtedly
on the rise and the two brothers relaunched
the brand with a series of new products.
The production is done in cooperation
with a brewery in Roeselare, but still in an
artisan way. Cidre Ruwet is made with fresh
apple juice from Belgian fruit, and homecultured, organic yeast, which means fewer
preservatives have to be used and its natural
character is retained. Apart from the classics
- brut, demi sec and rosé – which are sold in
the typical champagne bottles of 750 ml, the
brothers also launched a more novel version
onto the market in beer bottles of 330 ml:
Cidre Ruwet Brut, Apple (semi sweet) and
Elderberry. Frédéric Caerdinael and his
daughters also love the beverage. “For me,
cider is pure nostalgia”, says Frédéric. “I
know it from my youth and moreover it is a
real regional product. The younger version
launched in the small bottles is perfect for
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Breaded ham with
mustard and sauce
from Liège
4 PERSONS
INGREDIENTS
4 hams of 650 g // 2 tbsp traditional mustard // 150 g Liège
syrup // 100 g breadcrumbs // 5 sprigs of parsley
For the sauce
3 large white onions // 300 g raisins // 1 bottle Ruwet cider //
250 g thickened veal gravy // 300 g Liège syrup // salt and
pepper
PREPARATION
The sauce
Lightly fry the onions in a pan. Then add the raisins and the
bottle of Ruwet cider. Leave it to reduce on a medium heat.
Add the thickened veal gravy and the Liège syrup.
The hams
Fry the hams. Finely chop the parsley and mix with the Liège
syrup, the mustard and the breadcrumbs. Cover the hams in
this preparation. Then place them in an oven at 220 °C for 3
minutes.
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Porchetta with Granny
Smith pesto and a
stuffed potato
4 PERSONS
INGREDIENTS
4 porchetta medallions
For the pesto
2 Granny Smith apples // 125 g rocket // 1 tbsp olive oil //
15 cl Ruwet cider // pepper and salt
For the stuffed potatoes
4 large potatoes // cream // grated gruyere // preserved
tomatoes // peas // broad beans // pepper and salt
PREPARATION
The pesto
Rinse two Granny Smith apples and remove the core. Mix with
the rocket, Ruwet cider and olive oil.
The dish
Grill the porchetta medallions. Boil the potatoes in their
skins and scoop out the middle. Make a mixture of the cream,
cheese, chopped tomatoes, peas and broad beans. Season with
salt and pepper. Stuff the potatoes with this filling. Place them
in the oven under the grill for a few minutes before serving.
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Ten Dauwe

HoRESca fair and RES meeting
at Ten Dauwe
“Ten Dauwe turns every corporate event into a real hit.”
Text: Isabel Boons | Photos: Jan Agten

For 15 years, Rik De Nijs and Kristel De Coster have been the RES agents for East and West
Flanders. For all this time they have not only opened hundreds of new RES accounts, but they
have also been monitoring the traders 24/7 with – and this is how they always put it –a broad
RES smile. Because an RES agent does more than just open RES accounts. Dolce Magazine
attended the HoRESca fair at banqueting hall Ten Dauwe in Aalter for an inteRESting
conversation with Rik and Kristel about RES. Peter De Groote, mastercook and manager of
Ten Dauwe and RES member, made the event really special!

RES:

complementary

currency

which

plans to make investments can even call on our

protects and stimulates local trade

interest-free RES loans”, says Kristel De Coster.

The RES cooperative and the RES business

“The added value for a RES member is that,

concept were put on the economic map

thanks to the business concept, he can achieve

by Leuven native Walther Smets in 1996.

added turnover which he would otherwise

He launched a fiscally and legally accepted
complementary currency which wants to

“Thanks to RES, as an
entrepreneur, you build a
gigantic network.”

protect the local trade and stimulate it by
encouraging members to purchase from one
another. And to keep things easy: 1 RES is 1
euro. “International chain stores and online web
shops such as bol.com or Amazon are not part of
this set-up. Purchases are made via a free online

not have been able to and with that, fund new

RES account and a RES payment card which is

investments or finance purchases ‘at last’ or at

compatible with all possible terminal networks.

a quicker pace. Every RES member retains the

Interaction between the members is facilitated

personal freedom to decide how much RES%

via a regional network of RES agents and all

he allows, and even then negotiations are still

kinds of marketing tools. RES members with

possible. Some sectors (such as catering or
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clothing) easily allow 100% RES whilst others a
maximum of 30%.”

Gain new clients and boost your turnover
More than 6000 local shops, restaurants,
traders, self-employed, liberal professions and
entrepreneurs opened a free RES account and
accept RES as a means of payment.

Rik De Nijs: “The aim of RES is to gain new
clients quickly which ensure extra turnover.
Someone who opens a RES accounts will soon
have new customers because of our extensive
RES network. And because the RES received
keeps circulating within the network, you
can count on an extra turnover of 3 to 5%.
Furthermore, RES also offers the possibility to
the RES traders to obtain RES cash credit or
credit on repayment and this at 0% interest.
Our target group are all the healthy, small and
medium-sized enterprises.”

Opening an RES account is completely free
and catering businesses or detail stores only
pay 3.5% RES transaction costs on the RES part
of the purchase. Moreover: as a RES member
you can count on a strong internal marketing
machine.

“Peter is a very loyal
and enthusiastic RES
member always able to
accommodate any special
assignment.”

“Apart from the website, there are weekly
mailings, you can advertise in the RES magazine
and your business will be promoted on our
Facebook page. In addition, you can place
free ads on our website for any deals, events
or special offers you might have. A team of 25
enthusiastic employees will ensure that you are
introduced to the right traders”, says Rik.
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Ten Dauwe as the perfect partner for any

also set up his own RES bistro where attendees

corporate event

and exhibitors could enjoy an aperitif, a delicious

Peter De Groote can count on more than 20

menu or a stiff gin-tonic. Moreover, in the

years of experience in catering and organising

evening, together with his team, he organised a

all kinds of events: from wedding breakfasts to

veritable RESeption with lots of delicious snacks

baby showers or a business breakfast meeting

and even more drinks”, Rik laughs.

to a large corporate event, at Feestzaal Ten
Dauwe as well as on location. The picturesque,

www.res.be

but central location alongside the canal, is

www.tendauwe.be

the perfect stage for a staff party, a seminar,
incentive or company event with some
panache. “We have three rooms (from 10 to
300 people) available which are equipped with
the necessary technological gadgets such as
various projector screens, flip charts, beamer,
modern sound systems, speaker’s platform etc.
Our ample car park is also an absolute added
value”, says Peter. “Of course we also look after
everything concerning catering, from breakfast
to a gastronomic dinner, from a finger buffet to
a barbecue. There is a multitude of possibilities
and as always, arranged in concert with the
client.”

“I can only nod and confirm this”, Rik adds.
“Peter is a very loyal and enthusiast RES
member who we can always count on for special
assignments. A staff party for ROULARTA,
catering for Thermae Palace, a total concept for
the Ronde van Vlaanderen or a small corporate
event or barbecue… Peter always offers very
attractive prices, attractively presented and
delicious food, a perfect service and last, but
not least in the RES network: a very inteRESting
(read: high) RES percentage. That is why we also
did not have to think twice about organising
our RES fair here at Ten Dauwe. About 50
exhibitors such as suppliers of champagne,
cava, wine, gin, beer, vegetables and fruit, meat.
But also businesses which provide maintenance
products, catering equipment, estate agents,
accountants, cleaners, Insurance companies, etc
were available to talk to our RES members. Not
only did Peter put his hall at our disposal, but he
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Mackerel with
beetroot served
in a tin

Slow cooked
pork belly with
cauliflower
structures

Duck
rilette

INGREDIENTS AND PREPARATION

INGREDIENTS AND PREPARATION

INGREDIENTS AND PREPARATION

Mackerel

Pork belly

Barbary duck

Fillet, skin and remove the bones from the

Put the fresh pork belly in a vacuum bag in

Boil the Barbary duck whole in chicken

fresh mackerel. Then marinate it for 24hrs

a marinade of colorozo salt, mustard, white

stock with aromatics for about two hours

in a marinade of olive oil, Chardonnay

wine, tarragon stems and crushed pepper.

until the meat comes away from the bones.

vinegar, pepper and salt. Remove from the

Leave to marinate at least 48hrs. Then cook

Then remove all the meat from the bones

marinade, pat dry and cut in nice pieces.

for 12hrs in the vacuum bag in the steamer

and leave to cool. Also cool the stock it

at 59 °C, cool it fast and take out of the

was cooked in. Next, prepare a rilette with

vacuum bag. Slice in nice cubes.

the fat of the stock and the meat. Mix in

Beetroot
Make a salad of finely sliced and boiled

a blender until you have a smooth mass.

beetroot. Add some olive oil, Chardonnay

Cauliflower mash

vinegar, pepper, salt and finely chopped

Boil the cauliflower in chicken stock until

spring onions.

soft, drain and process in the Thermomix

Finish

with 3 gram xantana for every 1 kg of

Serve in a shot glass with mango jam and

Beetroot cream

cauliflower. Season with pepper and salt

pumpernickel toast.

Boil the beetroot into a puree, add 3 g

and a dash of cream.

Season if needed.

kappa, leave to cool and then process it in
the Thermomix until you obtain a smooth

Cauliflower crumble

cream.

Chop raw cauliflower until it resembles
breadcrumbs. Then fry in olive oil and

Dressing the plate

season with Tex-Mex herbs.

Place the mackerel in a tin with the
beetroot cream, the beetroot salad and a

Dressing the plate

sorrel leaf.

Warm the pork belly for 3 minutes at
150 °C. Dress the warm cauliflower mash
with a piece of bacon and finish with the
cauliflower crumble.
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Chaîne des Rôtisseurs
Belgian foodtrucks 4 foodtrucks

Pass on the love for food
Text: Valerie Couplez | Photos: Jan Agten en Michael De Lausnay

Forget 11 July. In 2017 our Flemish National Day will
not be fought at the Groeningekouter in Kortrijk, but
along kilometres of rolling hills and cobblestones.
The Sunday of the Ronde van Vlaanderen is Flanders
best and culinary delicacies should not be lacking.
The Flemish are also Bourgundians! This year ErpeMere, declared as Dorp van de Ronde, was the
gathering place for only the best foodtrucks. And you
don’t have to take our word for it, they all had the
label of La Chaîne des Rôtisseurs to prove it.
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Perfect chips
A Flemish National Day without this Belgian
dish would just not be possible, however
strange it may sound. The barbecue of the
foodtruck Cro-Magnon, which displayed the
new logo of La Chaîne des Rôtisseurs for the
first time, was accompanied by its newest,
smaller brother. Disguised as a fire engine,
PommePuur was ready to extinguish the
hunger of the cycling fans and supporters.
Bjorn Joosen tells us what he considers the
perfect Belgian chips: “Our chips remind me
of my grandma’s. We cut them a little bit fatter
than standard, 12 mm instead of 10, and we
pre-fry them for about 13 minutes in beef fat.
Or rather, we ‘poach’ them until you think they
are ready, but without the chips changing in
colour. Next we deep-fry them very briefly
until they change to a beautiful yellow-golden
colour. With this typical flavour we want to put
the Belgian Chip back on the map. You can
taste the nostalgia in the chip, as it were.” At
the front of Pomme Puur, or should we say ‘the
hunger quencher’, people can help themselves
to sauces. For now the containers are filled
with classic sauces: mayonnaise and tomato
sauce. In the near future, Joosen wants to add
his own stewed meat sauce. But in the ‘CroMagnon’ way of course, with Limousin meat

“A quality label assures
people that we operate
according to the highest
standards.”

and full of natural flavours. In the mean time
the cyclists have hurled past looking for victory
in Oudenaarde. The audience disperses from
the Dorpsstraat and gathers around the fire
truck. The small details and finishing touches
make it a joy to look at, for both young and
old. Joosen: “I built it from scratch. This
allowed us to pay a lot of attention to how it
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could become a foodtruck which would allow
efficient and hygienic operation. But it’s the
details which make it such fun: sprinklers
which are lights, fire hoses, … It gives me
great joy to see little twinkles in the eyes of
the children admiring our truck.”

Evocative of the Mediterranean
A bit further along the sky blue truck of
Trattoria Azzurra is lit up by the spring
sunshine. It is the solo project of Wim Van
Extergem, co-creator and chef of Fishbar
De Crevette. Everyone who sees this
vintage car drive past immediately thinks of
sundrenched days at the Mediterranean Sea.
And that is exactly the image Van Extergem
wants to conjure. And it is not only the food
which creates the atmosphere here. “Music
is nourishment for the soul. I take my music
installation to every event, together with an
adapted playlist. I always pay a lot of attention
to the right combination of Italian and French
chansons, so that our clients can really be
transported to a more southern destination.”
We also have some high cocktail tables
around Trattoria Azzurra so our clients can
enjoy the music and the food. The cuisine is
perfectly in tune with this experience, or is
it the other way around. “Everything you can
get in and around the Mediterranean you can
get here too”, clarifies Van Extergem. “Our
signature dish is our Calamari Fritti, cut and
breaded à la minute. The only thing we don’t
do ourselves is catch them. When we attend
a foodtruck festival I always try and see
what our colleagues are offering, and then
I want to offer something else, something
complementary.” Today Van Extergem has
pasta alle vongole on the menu. A simple dish,
but one that requires quality preparation.
“Our products are always honest. And to do
that you have to start with good quality raw
materials. An outsider wandering amongst
the trucks cannot make that distinction
himself, but the quality label will. It will make
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you stand out from the competition, and

which are essential for making among others

concepts must offer a total experience.” This

visitors or clients can also be assured that we

the perfect ‘mole’, a sauce containing no less

theory will be put to the test more than ever

operate according to the highest standards.”

than 43 ingredients. An old Bedford was

as the Alma Libre foodtruck is soon to get a

remodelled into a foodtruck. Straight away

little sister: MO:MO. “Last winter I went in

Cooked with love, served with enthusiasm

the unique styling gives you the feeling of

search of the culinary secrets of Nepal. Again

A concept that is perfect down to the last

standing in front of a food stall in Mexico City.

I learnt from the local chefs how they prepare

details. That is the basic condition for a

The foodtruck is called Alma Libre, Spanish

their delicacies. Momos are steamed parcels

foodtruck according to Karen Van den

for free soul. “That is what the Mexicans I

of dough, filled with vegetables and/or meat.

Keybus. “My first idea was the world in a

met on my trip called me, a description for

And the herbs are the secret. In Antwerp,

wrap, inspired by the Mexican cuisine. And

people who are driven by a certain zest for

with its melting pot of cultures, I managed

because you can’t learn to cook Mexican

life which makes they have a rather casual

to find the authentic ingredients from local

anywhere in the world in a more authentic

outlook on life. And that was a perfect name

tradesmen. I then use them with respect

way than in Mexico itself, I decided to buy a

for my foodtruck. I believe in a concept

for the traditions. I want to radiate my love

ticket to the homeland of the tortillas, tacos

which tells a clear story, the search for the

for food in everything I do. And from what

and memelitas.” Travelling all over Mexico,

perfect menu which uses original ingredients.

I hear from people who taste Alma Libre or

Karen ended up in the kitchens of various

With Alma Libre I try to radiate the Mexican

MO:MO, I think I succeed in passing on that

restaurants where the local chefs told her the

atmosphere in the way I got to know it. I don’t

love.”

secrets of the Mexican cuisine and the herbs

want to overlook a single detail. My foodtruck
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La Chaîne des Rôtisseurs was established
in 1248 in order to give travellers a standard
to which they could assess accommodation
when travelling. Inns, which not only were
able to serve a splendid roast meal but that
also put great store by hygiene and cosiness,
were able to obtain and display this certificate.
The tradition is still alive today and there
are more than 28,000 members worldwide.
Since recently, foodtrucks can also become a
member. Because with their concept of simple
dishes full of flavour in combination with
the experience they are actually reviving a
mediaeval tradition in these modern times.

New member of La Chaîne des Rôtisseurs

In short: a complete experience in which the

Not

Groene

chefs transfer their passion in their dishes.

Foodtruck’ became a member of La Chaîne

The last two years Kasserol has organised

des Rôtisseurs. Kasserol brings the traditional

its own foodtruck festival: ‘Kafé Kasserol’. A

Belgian cuisine with a unique twist. The

unique event in the park in Lier with more

concept was created by the Benoit brothers,

than 20,000 visitors and a primarily green

together with Vincent Verbeeck and Maarten

character.

long

ago,

‘Kasserol-De

Gilliams. The foodtruck grows its own organic
seasonal vegetables via its own PYO project

www.chainesdesrotisseurs.be

‘Het land van Duwijck’ and cooperates with

www.cro-magnon.be

local famers and traders for regional products

www.tratorria-azzurra.be

of top quality. Chef Vincent Verbeeck buys

www.almalibre.be

his meat from the same top quality butcher

www.kasserol.be

who guarantees the origin and exceptional
quality. Healthy food is very important to
Kasserol, which is why this foodtruck calls on
the services of a nutritional expert in order to
optimise the nutritional value of the dishes.
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We do not only
create dreams,
we make them
happen.

Natiënlaan 291-293 | 8300 Knokke
Torhoutsesteenweg 305 | 8210 Zedelgem
Kerkstraat 8 | 2330 Merksplas
Ninoofsesteenweg 657 | 1701 Dilbeek
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 050 630 629

www.meubili.be

Didess - Viva Sara - Altoni - Kelderman

Ode to the lobster
at Resto Cinq!
Altoni, Didess, Kelderman and Viva Sara…
Quality products which leave room
for creativity
Text: Isabel Boons | Photos: Michael De Lausnay

Bring the better contemporary French-Belgian cuisine with his own twist, that is the mission
of chef Jean-Michel Verzele from Resto CINQ in Anderlecht. This translates on the plate in
purely seasonal produce with a creative perspective. The informal and pleasant atmosphere of
the completely renovated building on the Lenniksebaan does justice to Jean-Michel’s cuisine.
Today he is using the Altoni, Didess, Kelderman and Viva Sara products for us. Even though
the products are new to him, he is very enthusiastic about their quality and ease-of-use.

Jean-Michel Verzele originates from a real

chef, by his side, he wants to offer a total

‘catering nest’. He was born in the first

experience at Resto CINQ. With an eye for

restaurant his parents ran in their home.

presentation and detail this creative duo

After he finished his secondary education he

brings a contemporary seasonal cuisine

applied himself to cooking and gained some

which appeals to the imagination.

wonderful work experience at Chateau du
Mylord, Restaurant Michel and Le Passage.

Continued innovation

He also took place behind the stove of the

“The

fourth restaurant his parents owned. But

second they come through the door”, says

now he can really leave his mark on the

Jean-Michel. “That is the reason why we

fifth restaurant his parents have opened

stripped down the building completely and

up: indeed Resto CINQ… Together with

redecorated it. It used to be a tavern with an

Jérôme Flamcourt, a young passionate

aged and very classic interior. We opted to
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clients

must

feel

welcome

the

start over from scratch.”

and Viva Sara tea for Dolce Magazine.

The result is impressive, the premises look

“Of course I know the products, but I have

hip and trendy and do justice to Jean-

not used them in my kitchen. I am very

Michel’s cuisine. “Of course we also want

curious for the result”, says Jean-Michel.

to present modern culinary creations on

And as befits every good chef, the products

the plates”, Jérôme continues. “Our menu

are tasted first: “I was very surprised by the

changes every 5 weeks so that we keep on

taste and the quality. The frozen dessert

being inventive. Our lobster menu does not

elements by Didess & Deleye are certainly

change however, and can be considered as

worth using. I have not used them myself, but

being the signature of Resto CINQ.”

I can certainly understand that a restaurant

“We have worked with lobster in all our

without their own patissier can make good

restaurants”, Jean-Michel’s mother adds.

use of them. They offer enough room for the

“Even more, back in 1978 we were the first

chef to still put his stamp on the dessert. The

restaurant serving lobster in the region. In

fresh ravioloni with Belgian asparagus by

other words, throughout the years, lobster

Altoni is great to work with and goes very

has always had a prominent place on our

well with fish or lobster. The crispy potato

menus.”

balls Stoemp Krokant by Kelderman bring
mash in an innovative way. They are tasty

Chaîne des Rôtisseurs

and contribute a surprising element to the

Jean-Michel is has only recently been

plate. The Viva Sara tea is not only perfect to

introduced into the Confrérie de la Chaîne

incorporate into a dessert, but also fantastic

des Rôtisseurs. This international association

to serve alongside it.”

honours gastronomy and the membership
offers the opportunity to share the interest

www.resto-cinq.be

for gastronomy and culinary culture with

www.altoni.be

like-minded people. “Indeed it is an honour

www.didess.be

to belong to this association”, says Jean-

www.kroketjes.be

Michel. “I was introduced by Patrick De

www.vivasara.be

Gendt (restaurant Popelier) and JeanBaptiste Thomaes (Château du Mylord), two
excellent chefs from whom I have learnt a
lot.”

“The products are great
to use in a dish and offer
new inspiration.”

Working with Altoni, Didess, Keldermann
and Viva Sara
Jean-Michel and Jérôme will be using
the Altoni pasta, dessert elements from
Elements by Didess & Deleye (inspired by
Roger van Damme), Kelderman croquettes
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Lobster tail – Altoni ravioloni
with asparagus – asparagus –
black olive crumble

INGREDIENTS
lobster tail // white asparagus // dried black olives //
40 g tempura flour // 100 g sunflower oil // 350 g water // salt
// nutmeg // sesame seeds // Altoni ravioloni with asparagus
PREPARATION
Boil the lobster tail in the court-bouillon for 4 minutes.
Peel the white asparagus, submerge them in boiling water
for 2 minutes and then let them continue to cook in the warm
gravy. Let the olives dry for 24hrs. Then blend them for the
black olive crumble. Mix the tempura flour, the sunflower oil,
water, salt, nutmeg and sesame seeds for the preparation of
the snaps. Bake them on the baking tray.

Haddock – romanesco –
mini carrots – cockles –
Kelderman Stoemp Krokant

INGREDIENTS
chopped hazelnuts // haddock // cockles // white wine //
romanesco // mini carrots // 350 g peas // 80 g light stock //
30 g milk // 5 g xantham gum // Kelderman Stoemp Krokant
PREPARATION
Briefly boil the cockles in the white wine.
Make a mash of the peas, light stock, milk and xanthan gum.
Boil the ingredients for 9 minutes at 90 °C. Then blend 7
minutes at maximum speed.

Lemon verbena sorbet –
strawberries – blueberries –
Elements by Deleye & Didess

INGREDIENTS AND PREPARATION
Lemon verbena sorbet
250 g water // 200 g sugar // 300 g lemon juice //
50 g SOSA stabiliser // 25 g verbena
Mix together all the ingredients and let the sorbet machine
do its work.
Elements by Deleye & Didess
assortment Cannelloni // Choc-O-Crisp // Mini Sfera Caramel

Mango sorbet – crumble –
mango – brambles – Elements
by Deleye & Didess

INGREDIENTS AND PREPARATION
Mango sorbet
250 g water // 200 g sugar // 500 g Boiron mango puree
Mix together all the ingredients and let the sorbet machine do
its work.
Crumble
400 g flour // 400 g butter // 400 ground almonds // 400 g sugar
Blend all the ingredients and bake in the oven at 180 °C for 12
minutes.
Elements by Deleye & Didess
Yuzu mini quenelle // Fondant Chocolate disc
Garnish
mango // brambles
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Molteni

About an amazing
Belgian chef
Text: Philippe Limbourg | Photos: Michael De Lausnay

Daniel Van Lint is one of those chefs who is brilliant and modest at the same time. A chef
who taught the biggest names in the industry and of whom us mere mortals have only heard
rumours, from ‘those who are in the know’. They who, just like us, were able to enjoy this
authentic cuisine, a cuisine without concessions, created with pure muscle power and beaten
until stiff. We met devil does all Daniel.

From the drawing board to the kitchen stove

and afterwards at L’Auberge de Saint-Mort

Daniel Van Lint was going to be an architect

in Coutisse.

(he graduated from arts secondary school in
architecture at Sint-Lucas in Brussels), but at
a certain moment he changed his plans and
went to work as an apprentice in the kitchen
of the Hostellerie de la Poste in Havelange.

“My Molteni, a young
lad of merely 20 in my
kitchen.”

What followed was a very bendy road which
required jumping through hoops more than
once. After his first experience as chef at

Mundane and later on a little bit crazy

The Unicorn Hotel in Stow-on-the-Wold in

One day, he spotted a house for sale in Heure-

the

English Cotswolds he continued his

en-Famenne, the village where his parents

career first at ‘Le Vieux Moulin’ in Martué

had a holiday home. His wife came from the
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neighbouring village. It was all decided very

his own way, but the chef decides on the

quickly. They bought the house and opened

markers. Many come out here to discover

Full flavours on the plate

their own business, Le Pré Mondain. This was

this ‘crazy Belgian’ chef’s markers time and

There was a time he was planning on

in 1981. 23 years later he changed the name

again, for lunch, or dinner, or even a whole

taking over L’Écailler du Palais Royal (his

to Le Fou est belge. A double meaning which

weekend. At least if they find somewhere to

grandfather was the owner of the building

fits him like a glove. With authentic, local

sleep, because for now, Daniel does not offer

at the time of the famous Marcel Kreusch)

and national intricacies and products (he

and went and learnt from big chefs such as

likes working around Belgian specialities)

Albert Horenbach (Hostellerie de la Poste in

and a crazy approach… Those who know him
will agree. Luckily it is this craziness which
helps to maintain his passion and integrity. It
is also the reason why we keep coming back

“At Roger Souvereyns,
in his half open kitchen,
I saw what you can do
with a Molteni.”

Havelange, afterwards Le Coq aux Champs
before he sold to Christophe Pauly) and
Freddy Vandecasserie (he worked alongside
him for a few months at L’Écailler). He always
advised the ‘younger generation’ when

for more – that much is sure.

he was training them (Eric Martin, JeanNo tweezers or drop counters

accommodation. He would want to but there

Michel Dienst and his son Max, Sang-Hoon

You have come to the wrong place if you are

are too many regulations to be complied

Degeimbre, Christophe Pauly, …) to start

expecting ‘morse code’ on your plate – with

with. And Daniel would rather dedicate

with basic things: “Buy the book by Escoffier

two drops and three dashes. Or as Daniel

himself to his cuisine. For now. Because the

and the Gringoire and Saulnier one. That is

says himself: you recognise a chef by his

word ‘no’ does not appear in his dictionary.

enough to start with …”. He also applies that

sauce, and it will be served in abundance

He is already daydreaming about a ‘Bed and

simple recipe to himself and limits himself

here. That is cooking. Everyone cooks in

Breakfast’ ….

to the essence of the original flavour. He
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would rather multiply it instead of masking

that a few years earlier I had been impressed

be able to live without it now. The stove is

it in countless experiments, combinations

by the Molteni Roger Souvereyns had in his

part of my kitchen, it wouldn’t be the same

and unsuitable variations in texture. Even

half open kitchen. It was then I made the

without it. And nor would I for that matter!”

the recipe for his famous black pudding does

intention of buying one, one day. In 1997

not excel by its complexity, but rather by its

the time had come. I went to Horecatel, the

www.lefouestbelge.be
www.molteni.com

authenticity and a concentration of flavours.
No, he is not waging war for a crispy acidity
… And certainly not with black pudding. He
believes in aromatic complexity. Even for an
essentially simple dish. And those who have

“I could not live without
this stove, I will never get
rid of it.”

tasted them once will start salivating at the
thought of the top dishes at Le fou est belge:
veal sweetbreads, shrimp croquettes, French

fair which grew every year and in particular

toast, but also veal’s head and a salad with

its gastronomic hall”, he says jokingly (note

rollmops.

from the editor: Stéphanie, his eldest
daughter has been working there for many

No Thermomix or Pacojet but a Molteni

years). “That is where I came into contact

You won’t find a steam oven, Thermomix or

with an enthusiastic team which listens to the

other kitchen gadgets here. The Molteni

requirements of the client. It would have to

stove has been here 20 years “When my

be tailor-made. Four months later the stove

Briffaut needed replacing I remembered

arrived. I love its diffuse warmth – I wouldn’t
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See the atmospheric
pictures
via QR-code

My black pudding with goose
liver, carefully prepared at home,
fried with caramelised apple
sauce, sauce with sultanas,
vegetable puree.
4 PERSONS
INGREDIENTS

PREPARATION

500 g black pudding with goose liver

Remove the skin from the black pudding

or a ‘black pudding’ prepared by an artisan

and cut it in 4 pieces. Fry them in a pan

butcher

with a non-stick coating and some clarified
butter. Put it in the oven at 200 °C for 12

For the garnish

minutes. Turn it a few times depending on

2 apples (Jonagold or Cox Orange), cut in

the thickness of the sausage. To check the

10 segments // 1 dash of fine granulated

cooking process, prick with a fork and test

sugar // 400 g pureed seasonal vegetables

the temperature with the tongue.

(beets, broccoli, celeriac, …) //
50 g raisins (sultanas or Corinthians)

Prepare a caramel with cane sugar and
sweet white wine.

Prepare the vegetable puree with 1/3
potatoes (bintjes) and 2/3 vegetables. Add

In the mean time, warm the puree. Finish

a shallot and a bouquet garni which you

the sauce by deglazing the caramel with the

remove after the cooking time.

meat juices and stir in the dry raisins and
butter.

For the sauce
1 dl strong, lightly syrupy pork stock //

Fry the apples briefly in a hot pan and

20 g cane sugar // 1/2 glass sweet white

lightly sugar them. Colour them for 2 to 3

wine // 20 g dried sultana raisins //

minutes in some clarified butter. Divide the

20 g butter from the fridge

pieces of blood pudding over the warm
plates, add two quenelles of vegetable
puree per person and finish with the
caramelised apples and sauce.

Preparation of
‘my’ black pudding with goose liver
INGREDIENTS
the meat of a pickled pork’s head // the same amount of goose liver // fatty
bacon, 2/3 of the weight of the head // smoked bacon, 2/3 of the weight of the
fatty bacon // 1/2 kg shallots // 1 l day fresh pig’s blood // 1/2 kg white bread //
8 eggs // 20 g pureed garlic // 50 g salt // 10 g pepper // 6 g nutmeg //
120 g brown sugar // 1,5 dl red wine // 1/4 l cream // 1 bunch of parsley //
1 kg spinach // 1 bunch of satureja // sausage skins of 5 cm diameter or another
diameter depending on the shape you want your pudding to have. If you use the
skin of the large intestine of beef, you will obtain a real ‘black pudding’
PREPARATION
Poach the meat of the pickled pork’s head in a herb stock for 2 hours and finely
dice it. Cut the goose liver in slightly bigger dice. Cut the fatty bacon in small
cubes and blanch it with a dash of vinegar. Cut the smoked bacon in lardons
and lightly sauté them. Remove the stalks from the parsley and chop the leaves
until fine. Remove the leaves from the satureja and chop them. Chop the
shallots and fry them slowly. Blanch the spinach, leave to drain and chop. Make
a smooth bread pudding with the bread and eggs in the blender.
Add all the ingredients together in a thick bottomed cooking pot, put on a low
heat and stir.
Let the mixture become lukewarm. Fill the skins with this mixture, tie the ends
securely.
Poach the sausages in water which is just below boiling (+ 75°C) for 1 to 1.30 hrs,
depending on the thickness of the sausage.
Let the bread pudding cool down completely.
Place in the fridge for at least 24hrs before preparing them any further.
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Crispy seasonal
salad and young
home-marinated
rollmops
INGREDIENTS
for the rollmops
herring fillets // preserved shallots // dry white wine // water //
white wine vinegar // peppercorns // juniper berries // cloves //
dill, flat leaf parsley, thyme and bay leaf // 1/2 lemon

PREPARATION
Remove all the grates from the fresh herring fillets, fill them
with a small amount of preserved shallots and roll them up.
Prepare the marinade with 1/2 dry white wine, 1/2 water, 1/10
white wine vinegar, peppercorns, juniper berries, cloves, dill,
flat leaf parsley, thyme, bay leaf and 1/2 lemon. Let this mixture
come to the boil for a few minutes and whilst warm, pour it
over the rolled up herring fillets. Leave to cool and place in the
fridge to rest for at least 12 hours. Serve with a nice seasonal
salad, sprinkled with an emulsified vinaigrette.
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The more you look
the more you discover

The secret of a great BBQ is the heat... and a delicious
Bordeaux wine. Pleasure and fun guaranteed!

TASTE OUR KNOW-HOW WISELY
1 03

Horeca Focus

AAPI, from digital to figital
Text: Tom De Pauw and Isabel Boons | Image: Horecafocus Group

The first year of the registered cash register in Belgium has not gone by unnoticed. This was the conclusion of a study which consulted the main
federations, authorities and institutions involved. There is no doubting that 2017 will be a turning point for the sector. Tom De Pauw, Manager
Horecafocus Group, sees the black box cash register not so much as a necessary evil, but a handy tool with a wealth of information. That is why
he launched the AAPI app, a brand new application to streamline the digital input towards more return….

Gold in your hands

‘health check’ of every catering establishment

Real time connected customer service

Catering is in a phase of transformation. The

and in the long run, to help make the whole

With this philosophy in mind, AAPI, as an

Registered Cash Register (GKS – Geregistreerd

sector healthier.

innovative tool, will be supported by a number

Kassa Systeem) means the Belgian catering

“The catering sector will have to welcome the

of Customer Success Coaches of the Business

sector is catapulted into a formal economy and

new technologies like the registered cash

Unit Horecafocus Management. Knowledge

the start of a digital era. The disadvantages are

register, the dimona app, AAPI and other

is power, but not quite enough. Based on the

countless and the fear great. Understandably.

software with open arms in order to achieve a

Business Dashboard, AAPI will also formulate

Change is unavoidable, however, growing whilst

better efficiency. But at the same time, those

recommendations and advice.

doing so is an option. Entrepreneurs will have to

supplying that software must not lose track of

put the emphasis on technology because of the

the human contact”, says Tom De Pauw.

Horecafocus

Management

focuses

on

AUTOMATED CHANGE MANAGEMENT and

efficiency factor, but at the same time they will
also need human contact and a quality, personal

“The Horecafocus Group will focus itself more

provides the entrepreneur via AAPI with the

service.

in the future on strategic communication

necessary tools for a profitable implementation

in function of the administrative digitising.

of the smart cash register. Based on an audit

No more monkey business with AAPI

Nowadays the emphasis of the HR service

Horecafocus

AAPI links all STAKEHOLDERS like RSZ (social

providers is inevitably still too much on the

suggestions, proposals or advice relating to the

security), cash register manufacturers, F&B

administrative side. Just like the catering sector

economic functioning of an organisation. This

software, planning tools, accountancy, mobile

itself, we will also have to find a way to tune the

advice will allow the catering professional to

payment solutions, booking tools, supply and

digital and human dimensions better towards

take correct and fundamentally substantiated

job centre etc.

one another in order to achieve an optimum

decisions.

Management

also

compiles

return.
In this way, AAPI makes the professional

I am convinced that to be successful in the

Horecafocus Management and AAPI analyse,

transformation started by the GKS a lot simpler

catering trade the focus must be on personal

reorganise and automate the staff management

and more comprehensible. AAPI has a smart

contact with a quality service. In other words:

and the F&B management

way of having the software, which the catering

the successful entrepreneur of tomorrow

entrepreneur bought over the last few years –

should ground himself with digital perfection

www.horecafocusgroup.be

whether they liked it or not – communicate with

and a new form of human communication. A

www.aapi.be

each other. And this with one aim in mind: having

world full of self control, automation, smart

a clear view at the net return with one swipe

use of data and a ‘figital’ proactive customer

on the Smartphone. AAPI aims to become the

service”, Tom De Pauw decides.
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Start to AAPI
AAPI is your personal digital assistant on the
road to a profitable catering establishment.
Your HR administration, People Management
and Business Data are gathered in one userfriendly tool. The digital eco system behind Aapi
links your current services together and gathers
reliable information to provide real time advice
about your turnover, profit and productivity.
Moreover AAPI is available anytime, anywhere.
With the information from the services you linked,
Aapi uses intelligent algorithms to calculate the
financial health of your business and displays it in
a clear Business Dashboard.

•

Planning tool for permanent and flexible
employees

•

Automatic Dimona push

•

Enter personal details via E-iD

•

Automatic generation of contracts and addenda

•

Link with supply job - software

•

Link with salary software

•

Link with presence or time registration

•

Real Time salary cost predictions

•

Linking cash registers (Real time turnover)

•

Business Dashboard (Real time net return)

•

Link with the knowledge platform
HORECAPLATEAU (Chatbot)

•

Big Wisdom (smart sensors)

•

Link with accountancy packages

•

Link with kitchen management tool GROWZER

•

Employees APP with push notifications (planning,
absences, time registration)

Want to get started with AAPI? Go to www.aapi.be and “pre-board” today!
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Foodproof

Boost your business
with Foodproof!
“Foodproof ensures success in
food service with practical help and
an intelligent process.”
Text: Isabel Boons | Photos: Michael De Lausnay

Foodproof was established 3 years ago by Marc Waelbers and Wim Van Nuffel, an inseparable
duo with more than fifty years of knowhow in the food service world. Foodproof helps food
service companies in their strategy and the execution of it and this in a completely unique
and innovative way, always tailored to the client. Not a large consultancy agency, but more a
practice-oriented company with a hands-on mentality and a boundless passion for our trade.

Who is Foodproof?

the type of sector, but the role of marketing

Marc Waelbers and Wim Van Nuffel are two

should

‘food service giants’ each with their own

Foodproof brings both stories together

expertise. While Marc has had a challenging

within the company. This way unique insights

career in sales and general management,

are created and progress is made. Don’t

Wim specialised in all aspects of marketing.

think of Marc and Wim as crisis managers, as

Two different but very complementary

that is not what they are. They are however

profiles. And with one big thing in common:

two passionate experts who together build

an enormous passion for food service. This

and support new projects for the catering

combination creates fireworks. All too often

entrepreneur. “There is great interest in

sales are at the helm in the food service

the world of food & drinks”, they tell us

business. Not completely illogical, taken

enthusiastically. “We always try to keep

not

be

underestimated
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here.

abreast of new concepts and ideas. And
today we are visiting Jinza, the former Bar
Chine. The concept is unique in Antwerp: a
French cuisine with an Asian touch, or rather
East meets West. The chefs Cheun Man
and Arun Wytinck combine the best of both
worlds. Just goes to show that our world
never stands still…”

What is Foodproof?
Innovation in the broad sense of the word
“Foodproof came into being from a real
need”, says Marc Waelbers. “Wim and myself
came to the conclusion that companies
who support catering companies don’t pay
enough attention to the world between
the launch of a new product and the end
user. Think about wholesalers, catering
companies, chefs, etc. Today Foodproof is
a company that supports everyone who is
active in the food service sector with their
new commercial plans. Going from launching
a new product to tapping into new markets
or switching to another channel. At the
moment our clients are predominantly
producers such as Farm Frites, Bonduelle or
Marine Harvest. But we are working hard to
expand to the rest of the food service world
in order to expand or support new or existing
catering concepts. In other words we want
to inspire entrepreneurs in everything to do
with innovative business. New products, new
markets or concepts make our heart beat
faster.”

Hospitality and enjoyment a priority
Without doubt, Belgium is a country known
for its hospitality and where the catering
entrepreneurs want their clients to enjoy
themselves. And Foodproof has understood
this all too well. “With the implementation of
the registered cash register and the rise of
foreign competition, our food service market
is becoming more and more professional”,
Wim Van Nuffel says. “That is why nowadays

1 07
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an entrepreneur has to pay a lot more

research consumers as well as operators and

attention to figures, marketing strategies and

we combine these results.”

the commercial development of his business.
We want to help entrepreneurs to do this

2. Workshops

in an intelligent way, with Foodproof, whilst

Based on available insights or our own

at the same time keeping the focus on the

research, Foodproof will organise interactive

hospitality aspect of our food service sector.

workshops. During such a session, Foodproof

As real enjoyers of the Belgian gastronomy

will focus on the various aspects of the food

we want to contribute to making our sector

service business. After an inspiring thinking

more professional, something which is of

exercise Foodproof will know which initiatives

paramount importance in 2017.”

will give the business a chance to grow. “We
think that innovation (a new product, new

Tailored!

market, new concept etc.) should always

Foodproof believes in a pragmatic and

be done according to a certain process and

hands-on approach. “We are not the agency

we have developed various tools in order to

of big budgets and we are proud to be

come up with the best ideas”, according to

able to translate our way of working to an

Marc Waelbers.

approach which will specifically go with the
one of the catering entrepreneur, however

3. Deployment of advisor or temporary

small or large this may be”, Wim Van Nuffel

innovation manager

continues. “We are practical people who

Based

always work tailor-made.”

plan and always tailored to your specific

on

an

innovative

step-by-step

situation, foodproof will start the design of
the project which goes best with your way

“Don’t just go with your
gut feeling, because in
many cases it may result
in failure.”

of working and your innovation objectives.
“In doing so, Marc as well as myself, can act
as advisor. We can call on our international
experience

in

food

service

marketing,

sales and general management in order
to transform the new plans into practical
Approach?

steps. It is of course possible that a company

1. Gain insight

does not have enough time or people to

Foodproof always starts from the base up i.e.

dedicate to this, and in such a case we can

gathering relevant information. “We listen

deploy a temporary innovation manager. Our

to the various stakeholders, sift through

innovation managers go to the company for 2

market studies and gather quality and

to 5 days to sit together with the employees

quantitative data”, Marc Waelbers informs

in order to go over the process and the

us. “When an entrepreneur does not have

business model. Also at the launch we are

sufficient information himself, we will look

there with advice and support when it comes

for it ourselves. This could mean research

to communication and marketing”, Wim Van

conducted online, based on interviews, or

Nuffel concludes.

by compiling a focus group or via Facebook.
Moreover we can call on many specialists

www.foodproof.be

from our ‘Foodservice Community’ and

www.jinza.be

partners such as Alert Marktonderzoek. We
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Vale de Arca

Vale de Arca olive oil
is given pride of place
in restaurant Venti in
Zwevegem
Text: Isabel Boons | Photos: Bart Tanghe

Exactly one year ago, the former police station in Zwevegem was given a completely new
purpose. Today the stately Art Deco villa houses a trendy restaurant serving an honest and
primarily pure cuisine. The Vale de Arca olive oils blend in perfectly with this philosophy. Chef
Lorenzo Bruynooghe succeeds in giving his culinary gems that little finishing touch with his
surprising creations using Vale de Arca. The light, contemporary cuisine with fresher than fresh
ingredients is a real hit, with the locals as well as with the international business clientele.

Venti, exactly the age difference between

But the story didn’t end there, because one

the owners of the restaurant, chef Lorenzo

day they decided to run the restaurant in

Bruynooghe and dining room manager Annick

Zwevegem together. “After 18 years of running

Lepère. Nice to know: Annick is Lorenzo’s

Speelplaneet, and as the lease had come to

mother in law, and their collaboration runs like

an end, I wanted to do something completely

clockwork. Lorenzo completed his training at

different”, says Annick. “It has always been my

the Hotelschool Ter Duinen in Koksijde and

dream to open a restaurant and seeing as I was

gained lots of experience in placements abroad.

convinced of Lorenzo’s qualities, we took the

Afterwards he started working among others

plunge. When the council put this property up

at ’t Laurierblad in Berlare, but eventually he

for sale, we made an offer. It had to become

went back to his roots in Nieuwpoort. This is

a catering establishment, as prescribed by the

where Lorenzo met his then future mother in

council. Luckily for us we were the only ones

law, Annick, and fell in love with the daughter.

who made an offer.”
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Surprise customers time and again

to the dish. We have already created parsley

The Art Deco villa in the Harelbeekstraat was

oil, a ketjap vinaigrette, a curry oil and so on.”

built by the Herman family in 1938. During
WO II it provided accommodation to German

First class nature

troops, later the library was housed here to

Vale de Arca is a first class natural product

then be turned into the police station. Today

produced in the Portuguese region of Alentejo.

once again it is a hub of activity as the villa is

All the characteristics of the terroir and of the

perfectly content with its new purpose as a

climate offer the exceptional circumstances

trendy restaurant. The warm and cosy interior

needed for the production of Extra Virgin

honours the authenticity of the

property.

Olive Oil. The olive oil and its natural and

The open kitchen is the stage for Lorenzo’s

pure aromas are fantastic for what I want to

pure dishes. “I want to pamper our customers

serve”, says Lorenzo enthusiastically. “Today I

with easily digestible, pure cuisine which only

have prepared a starter of Omega Bass with

uses top ingredients. Our menu lists 8 dishes

little gem lettuce and Fourme d’ambert ice

which change every month, we also have a new

cream. The Vale de Arca olive oil is processed

week menu each week and a different lunch

with glycerine, making it spreadable. As main

menu every day. I want to keep on surprising

course we have Duroc d’Olives with quinoa

our customers, time and again. The main

and various preparations of carrot which

ingredients are always recognisable, but I love

are finished with Vale de Arca olive oil and

giving a dish a special touch. Something the

Chardonnay vinegar. The parmesan milk is also

customers can’t put their finger on straight

foamed up using Vale de Arca. To conclude

away. For instance I use Vale de Arca olive

the meal we serve a milk chocolate mousse

oil in various structures, in olive oil snow or

with snow of Vale de Arca, fennel and hibiscus.

spreadable olive oil.”

Just goes to show that olive oil can be used in
various ways in the kitchen and it helps me to
lift my cooking to the level I want!”

“The smoothness of the
Vale de Arca olive oil is
perfect for my infusions.”

www.valedearca.com
www.brasserieventi.be
info@brasserieventi.be

No rich cream sauces, but infused oils
It was wine supplier Crombé from Kortrijk
who introduced Lorenzo to the Vale de Arca
olive oil. Straight away he was won over by
its silky smooth taste and the possibilities this
exceptional olive oil offered his kitchen. “The
olive oil contains very few bitter notes and
always has a very soft aftertaste, making it
perfect for dishes like carpaccio. In the kitchen
I use Vale de Arca Bag-in Box to create various
herbal oils, among others. I do not like creambased sauces because they do away with the
pureness I want to serve. Infusions are easier
to digest and allow a more creative approach
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Smoked Omega bass
(starter)

INGREDIENTS & PREPARATION
Omega bass

Fourme d’Ambert Ice cream

4 Omega bass (fillet) //

1.5 l whole milk // 500 g Fourme d’Ambert //

maple smoke essence // pepper, salt

90 g procrema

Score the skin. Fry in olive oil Vale de Arca

Reduce the whole milk by half, add the

on the skin side and briefly on the meat

Fourme d’Ambert and let it melt. Blend

side. Season with pepper and salt. Rub with

this mass with the procrema. Fill a Pacojet

maple smoke essence. Leave to rest.

beaker and freeze to -22 °C. Pacosate when
using.

Spreadable olive oil Vale de Arca
250 g olive oil Vale de Arca // 16 g glycerine
// maldon salt (garnish)
Mix the Vale de Arca really well with the
glycerine. Leave to rest for 4 hours and cool
in the fridge. Use the sea salt as garnish.
Little Gem Crème
1 little gem (sucrine) // 40 g chicken stock //
2.5 g xantana, // 25 g sushi vinegar //
130 g olive oil Vale de Arca // 130 g corn oil
// juice of half a lemon // 30 g egg whites //
pepper, salt
Mix the little gems together with the
chicken stock, xantana, sushi vinegar and
egg whites in the Thermomix. Bind this
mixture with two kinds of oil. Season with
pepper and salt. Add the juice of half a
lemon to liven up the taste. Store in a
piping bag.
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Milky Chocolat
(dessert)

INGREDIENTS & PREPARATION
Milk chocolate mousse

Finely slice the fennel with a meat slicer.

1 yolk // 1 egg white (whisked) //

Submerge in ice water for two minutes.

130 g melted milk chocolate // 150 half

Drain and make sure all the water drips out.

beaten cream 40% // Handful feuilletine

Marinate in Vale de Arca olive oil and the
Cabernet Sauvignon vinegar. Season with

Blend the egg yolk into the melted

maldon salt.

chocolate and spoon in the stiffly-whisked
egg whites using a spatula. Carefully spoon

Chocolate streusel

in the half beaten cream and feuilletine.

120 g soft butter // 120 g almond powder //

Pour into the desired mould and leave to

120 g brown candy sugar // 1.2 g salt //

set.

110 g flour // 20 g cocoa powder

Hibiscus

Mix all the ingredients in a food processor,

150 g hibiscus syrup Monin // 50 g rose

roll it out to +/- 8 mm between two silicon

water // 50 g cava // 4 g agar agar

mats and bake in the oven at 150 °C for
20 minutes. Allow it to cool. When cooled

Bring the hibiscus syrup, rose water and

briefly crunch in the Thermomix.

cava to the boil. Add the agar agar whilst
stirring and bring back to the boil for 1

Dried chocolate sponge cake

minute, let it set in the fridge. Blend until

150 g egg whites // 100 g yolk // 100 g sugar

smooth in the Thermomix and put in a

// 50 g almond powder // 25 g flour //

piping bag.

15 g cocoa powder // pinch of salt

Vale de Arca olive oil snow

Mix all the ingredients. Put the mass

40 g olive oil Vale de Arca //

through a fine sieve, fill the siphon and

25 g malto powder // 10 g icing sugar

insert two gas cartridges. Shake well and
leave to rest for a while in the fridge. Bring

Mix the matlo with the icing sugar and olive

the siphon to room temperature and shake

oil.

well. Fill the beakers halfway and place
them in the microwave at 500 Watt. Cool

Fennel salad

before use. Cut the cake out of the moulds

1 fennel // 3 tbsp olive oil Vale de Arca //

and pick bits off. Put these in a drying tower

dash of Cabernet Sauvignon vinegar //

at 55 °C and wait until they are nice and

maldon salt

dried out.
Garnish with strawberries.
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Duroc d’Olives
(main course)

INGREDIENTS & PREPARATION
Pork crown Duroc d’Olives

Crème of yellow carrot

Carrot curls

4 pork crown Duroc d’Olives // freshly-milled

5 yellow carrots, coarsely chopped //

1 purple carrot // 1 orange carrot //

pepper // maldon salt

2 shallots, coarsely chopped // 1 l vegetable

1 yellow carrot // dash of Vale de Arca //

stock // 1 tsp xantana // knob of butter //

Chardonnay vinegar // pepper, salt

Briefly fry in clarified butter and season

pepper, salt // pinch of finely milled cumin

with freshly-milled pepper and maldon salt.

Finely slice the carrots with a meat slicer.
Sweat the carrots and shallots in the olive

Marinate them in Chardonnay vinegar and

oil, add 3/4 of the vegetable stock, knob of

olive oil Vale de Arca. Season with freshly

Quinoa

butter and boil until tender, stirring once in

milled pepper and maldon salt.

200 g quinoa // 1 finely chopped shallot //

a while. Blend it in the Thermomix together

Juice and zest of 1 lime // 2 el sushi vinegar

with the remaining cooking liquid and the

Pea cream

// 2 el olive oil Vale de Arca // pepper, salt

xantana until smooth. Season with salt and

200 g peas // 10 g mint // 10 g basil //

pepper and a pinch of finely milled cumin.

vegetable stock // pepper, salt

and briefly coat the quinoa. Add the

Parmesan milk

Boil the peas in the stock until soft. Mix in

chicken stock and boil. When ready, allow

1 dl whole milk // 1 dl cream // 1 dl vegetable

the Thermomix with some of the cooking

it to cool in the fridge. Finish with juice

stock // 90 g grated parmesan cheese //

liquid, the mint and basil until smooth.

and zest of lime, sushi vinegar, 1/2 shallot,

4 tbsp Vale de Arca // salt

Season with salt and pepper.

Bring the milk, cream and vegetable stock

Mini carrot

to the boil. Add the Parmesan cheese

8 mini carrots in various colours

Leave to rest, covered in aluminium foil.

Sweat 1/2 shallot in olive oil Vale de Arca

pepper, salt and olive oil Vale de Arca. Stir
well and keep cool.

and leave to steep for half an hour under
cover. Blend it all with a stick blender and

Boil the mini carrots in salted water. Use a

pass through a fine sieve. Season with salt.

Bunsen burner to give them some colour.

Add olive oil and blend until foamy shortly

Heat in the oven shortly before serving.

before serving,
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my par t y, done right

We re n t out ever ythin g you need fo r a successful party.
Femat is your perfect solution, continuously looking for a creative approach to turn
any party into something special. Choose your style, send your invitations and have an

fem a t . b e

amazing party together with your friends and family. Enjoy!
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MONDAY, 7 AUGUST 2017
KNOKKE-HEIST BELGIUM
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Dolce’s Petanque Trophy
For Chefs 2017
KNOKKE-HEIST, 07.08.2017

WHAT IS IT?

WHAT WILL THE DAY BE LIKE?

A pleasant networking event in international company with a sporty

The programme is split in two

and culinary theme under an undoubtedly azure blue sky in Knokke.
The games of petanque are alternated with ‘Tournées Générales’ by

1. Petanque competition and ‘Tournées Generals’ at Chalet-Suisse.

the Dolce partners. The best way to discover gastronomy in a playful

The oldest sports club in Knokke and beautifully located in the dunes

way. Each petanque team consists of 3 players (triplette) and the

in Knokke-Duinbergen

captain is always a chef. A unique event which has no equal, a day

Start at 10.30hrs until about 16.00hrs

full of fun and top level gastronomy!
2. Evening party with award ceremony and dance evening at LeBeau
Hotel. This new stylish hotel by LeBeau – Courally is already making
a name for itself in Knokke-Zoute.

WHO ATTENDS?

Start 18.00hrs until … (all inclusive formula until 22.30hrs)
Chefs, catering employees, gastronomers, foodies or those who
simply like a game of petanque laced with culinary indulgencies…

Patron of this edition is lady chef Arabelle Meirlaen*. This fact alone
makes Knokke-Heist the stage for gastronomic fun on 7 August.

Patron of this edition is Mastercook Bart Desmidt **. Nobody proclaims
‘l’art de vivre’ in such a grandiose way!

Mastercook of Belgium Peter De Groote will pamper the guests with
exceptional ‘Tournées Générales’ and a fabulous free-flow dinner at
LeBeau Hotel.
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Patron: Arabelle Meirlaen

Patron: Bart Desmidt

See the atmospheric pictures
via QR-code

PRIZES TO BE WON?

WHO ARE OUR CULINARY PARTNERS?

Prizes will be awarded per triplette, such as:

ISPC – Sligro, Martini, Tio Pepe, Didess, Altoni, Rougié, Delifrance,

- Le Creuset knives

Viva Sara, Private Label Coffee, Cheesemasters Callebaut &Vanhaver,

- Petanque ball set Obut

Be Delicious, Gouden Carolus, Bru, Spadel, Cidre Ruwet, Consorzio

- Leather wares LeBeau – Courally

di Parma, Bordeaux Wijnen, Kelderman, Gouden Carolus Single Malt,

- Vale de Arca olive oil

Konishi Saké

ATMOSPHERE AND EXPERIENCE?

CULINARY?
Chef Peter De Groote will ensure that culinary delicacies will be

Undoubtedly a unique event in Knokke-Heist. Soak up the atmosphere

available uninterrupted from breakfast to dinner. The Dolce partners

of Montmartre in Paris…Be surrounded by artists… Enjoy French

will show off their best products and all this will be amply supplemented

chansons…and above all, relish in culinary surprises!

with fabulous beers, refreshing waters, unique wines and creative
Would you like to discover Knokke-Heist and its numerous boutiques?

juices.

Our touristic land train will bring you to the centre and back.
Dolcé’s Petanque Trophy For Chefs is all inclusive* until 22.30hrs:
petanque game, breakfast, Tournées Générales, picnic basket and

The evening party is casual chic with a stylish dance evening, doused

dinner.

in French atmosphere.

*Predetermined dishes and beverages, not predetermined products can

Our Dolce partners Meubili, Femat, Hillux-Hillewaert, Living Tomorrow

be purchased.

and Kabuki look after the fabulous decoration and an unforgettable
evening.
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Peter De Groote

WHAT IF I DON’T LIKE PLAYING PETANQUE BUT I WANT TO ACCOMPANY MY PARTNER?
Knokke–Actueel has its own ‘Lifestyle Village’ at Chalet-Suisse where everyone can have a cosy chat and discover the latest ‘lifestyle gadgets’
from 11.00hrs to 18.00hrs. Of course we will also ensure that non-players are pampered. So be prepared to submerge yourself in a world of fashion,
beauty and culinary delicacies.

For info, mail to info@knokkeactueel.be

Because we don’t leave anything to chance you will be transported throughout the day with the tourist land train from one location to the other,
with a stop at the Lichttorenplein at the Tourist Information Desk.

HOW DO I TAKE PART?

WHAT DOES IT COST?
Petanque players

Book soon as spaces are limited!

Non catering 				

€ 125

Chefs in chef’s jacket 				

€ 85

Via QR code or website

Spouses, Dolce Club Members 		

€ 98

http://www.dolceworld.com/nl/events/

Catering employees 			

€ 95

dolces-petanque-trophy-chefs

Only the dinner at LeBeau Hotel 			

€ 85

First come, First serve.

Hotel LeBeau

Or contact Jan@dolcemagazine.be or tel: 32 (0) 474 54 04 66

Accommodation at LeBeau Hotel (breakfast included)
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Single room (6)				

€ 120

Double room (15)				

€ 180

Family room (4)				

€ 225

save the date!

December 2017
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Durbuy - Belgium
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View our
photographs here
via QR-code
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BOOK NOW!

Travel with us to pick olives
in Alentejo (Portugal) at
Dolce-partner Vale de Arca!
From 23 to 25 October 2017 we are heading to diverse Portugal. We will have lunch in the rice fields, enjoy some culture, taste
fabulous wines, sample culinary Portuguese delicacies and learn all about the olive harvest. A trip not to be missed for those who
appreciate conviviality, gastronomy and a good amount of product knowledge.

23-24-25
OCTOBER 2017
PRACTICAL
PRICE

by the mayor and where we will visit the museum and the
poussada. // 5.30 pm Wine degustation with José Mota

Single room: € 1150

Capitao at Herdade do Portocarro, located between the

Double room: € 998

Setúbal and Évora districts. // 6 pm Departure to hotel

These prices are inclusive of return flights from Brussels
and the full 3-day programme on an all-inclusive basis.
Depending on the date of booking, the price of the
flight can change. Dolce retains the right to change the

Vale do Gaio Inn, the perfect location for those who value
the region’s culinary delights. // 7 pm Welcome by Vasco,
the sympathetic hotel owner // 9.30 pm Aperitif and
dinner

programme in order to offer its participants as optimum an
experience as possible.
For more information:

24 OCTOBRE

jan@dolcemagazine.be or 0474 54 04 66
Breakfast with a fabulous view on the dam // 10.30 am We
travel with jeeps to the Herdade de Vale de Arca where
we will be welcomed by the owner. // Lunch at the farm

PROGRAM

with the local authorities of Alentejo // Relaxing afternoon
near the river and dinner in Vale de Gaio

23 OCTOBRE
Flight: Tap Airways Brussels – Lisbon: departure 6.20 am

// Transfer to Comporta // 11 am Aperitif on the beach

25 OCTOBRE

with local specialities // 12.30 am Departure to restaurant
Museo do Arroz at the domain Herdade de Comporta

Breakfast and departure to Lisbon. // 3 pm Arrival in

where we will have lunch amongst the rice fields. // 3 pm

Brussels

Departure to Alcácer do Sal where we will be welcomed
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Sportcentrum Chalet Suisse
Restaurant Huyze Verleye
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In the heart of the Ardennes
The smallest town in the world
«Durbuy’s charm is all about
the romantic village nestles in
the picturesque meanders of
the Ourthe. Small paved and
winding streets, solid buildings
overlooked by a castle on a rock.
Visiting Durbuy is visiting the real
Belgian Ardennes. And last but
not least: Durbuy is famous for its
gastronomy: a true delight for
your taste buds. »

From 10 June to 16 July, Durbuy Tourist Oﬃce
organises the Festival of Crayﬁsh and River Products.
The restaurateurs of Durbuy – tourism gem of the Ardennes – will oﬀer a range of
specialities based on crayﬁsh, such as (of course) crayﬁsh croquettes, bruschetta
with crayﬁsh and guacamole, crayﬁsh with quinoa salad, roasted pistachio and lime,
crayﬁsh and cuttleﬁsh ink penne, tomato pesto and Parmesan chips, and tagliatelle
with poultry cubes and crayﬁsh tail bisque sauce with tarragon.
The highlight of the festival is the CRAYFISH CUISINE GATHERING
that will take place on Saturday 1 July from 5.30 pm and on Sunday
2 July from 11.30 am.
After registering and purchasing a €45 pass, you will be able to discover the specialities prepared by the chefs of our diminutive city’s restaurants in a jazz ambiance.
All gourmets and food-lovers welcome!

INFORMATION AND BOOKINGS:
086/21.24.28 of op info@durbuyinfo.be
1 27

www.durbuyinfo.be

gourmet
travelling
cooking
passion
tasting
feeling
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